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Acronyms
AAPS

Australian Airspace Policy Statement

ABS

Australian Bureau of Statistics

ACCC

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission

ASGC

Australian Standard Geographical Classification

ALOP

Aerodrome Local Ownership Plan

BITRE

Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics

CASA

Civil Aviation Safety Authority

CCA

Competition and Consumer Act

CAGR

Compound Annual Growth Rate

CBD

Central Business District

CPI

Consumer Price Index

EBITDA

Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation

FAC

Federal Airports Corporation

FIFO

Fly-in Fly-out

FTE

Full-time equivalent

GOS

Gross Operating Surplus

GRP/GSP/GDP

Gross regional/state/domestic product

IMF

International Monetary Fund

NTAMS

Northern Territory Aerial Medical Service

RAAF

Royal Australian Air force

RASP

Remote Aerodrome Safety Program

RASS

Remote Air Subsidy Scheme

RFDS

Royal Flying Doctor Service

RPT

Regular Public Transport

TSP

Transport Security Program

Airport categories
Major airports

Capital city airports, plus Gold Coast, Cairns and Alice Springs Airports

Major regional airports

Usually the second largest airport in a state and others which service
large regional centres

Regional airports

Airports serving smaller regional centres (most receive RPT services)

Remote airports

Comprise the very smallest airports and airfields in remote Australia
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Key points
Airports are essential to Australia



Australia’s network of airports, across major urban centres and regional areas, form an integral
part of the national economic infrastructure and are critical to connecting communities and
enhancing broader economic performance.



More than almost any other country, Australia relies on an efficient and reliable aviation sector
and airport network for its citizens to remain physically ‘in touch’ with each other and the rest of
the world.



There are around 250 airports which receive Regular Public Transport (RPT) services and many
more much smaller airfields and landing strips around the country, with reports of some 2000
across Australia.



Airports are capital intensive businesses, underpinned by their principal role as transport
infrastructure providers. As such, airports are deeply linked into most economic activities, with
these linkages increasingly driven by growth in leisure tourism and the regional expansion of
strategic resource and agricultural activities.



Airport infrastructure, whether terminal facilities or runway works, are among the most
expensive forms of commercial and civil construction.
Connecting the economy



In 2011, Australia’s airports generated a total economic contribution of around $17.3 billion,
equivalent to around 1.2% of Gross Domestic Product. National employment at airports was
estimated at approximately 115,200 full-time equivalent (FTE) workers.



Consisting of nearly 56,500 air transport jobs (ABS 2012), the broader aviation industry supports
activity at airports and air service dependent sectors.



In 2012, the tourism industry is estimated to contribute $34.6 billion and employ around
400,000 FTE workers, with some proportion of these economic impacts attributed to airport
connections.



As a result of the activity at airports, there are further flow-on benefits than span across the
Australian economy. These include induced effects that are generated by the successive rounds
of spending enabled by the income and employment supported by the airport industry.



The extensiveness of Australia’s airport infrastructure and accompanying aviation services gives
rise to distinct scale or network economies. The economic value of each airport is effectively
higher because it operates within a system of multiple inter-linked domestic airports, offering
‘coast-to-coast’ connectivity.



Major airports play a central role in logistics networks. This has become more important in light
of the increasing trade intensity of the Australian economy. In 2010-11, exported freight
accounted for just over 40% of the total cargo carried, with a value of $38 billion, while
$63 billion worth of air freight imports arrived in Australia during this period (ABS 2011).
Connecting the community



Beyond their immediate economic footprint, airports play an important social role in connecting
individuals, families and communities with the rest of the country and indeed the world.



Airports provide vital services to their communities, including the facilitation of mail and timesensitive freight deliveries, the Royal Flying Doctor Service, CareFlight, bush taxis, and the
transfer of workers to employment centres and job sites.



Many airports provide training facilities and precincts for high-tech jobs in aviation to ensure the
continued and sustainable development of a skilled workforce for the industry.



Airports recognise their impact on local communities and are increasingly participating in
positive activities such as: environmental sustainability initiatives; community engagement
programs; and the sponsorship of cultural, sporting and charity events, to ensure they are acting
as good corporate citizens within their communities.
(Continued next page)
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Key points (continued)
Major Airports



The 11 largest airports in Australia (all capital city airports, plus Gold Coast, Cairns and
Alice Springs airports) service about 118 million domestic and international passengers and
comprise about 87% of overall passenger traffic.



Annual growth in passenger movements is expected to average 3.5% for international and
capital city airports out to 2025. While the forecast increase in aircraft movements is expected
to be more modest as a result of the trend towards larger aircraft sizes, aircraft movements are
still expected to grow by just under 2% per annum at international and capital city airports.



Annual passenger traffic at airports is projected to more than double in the next two decades,
with Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane airports each expected to facilitate at least 50 million
passengers per year (Productivity Commission 2011).



Major airports have effectively re-positioned themselves as an integral part of the travel value
chain and, like airlines, have an enormous stake in the overall passenger experience. In large
part, this shift has encouraged greater investment in terminal amenities, access infrastructure
and greater retail offerings.



Major airports will invest $9 billion over the next decade in infrastructure development.
Continued investments allow airports to better link with other modes of transport, such as road,
rail and seaports, increasing the efficiency with which sales, logistics and inventory management
operations are conducted.



Additional income from non-aeronautical activities is a key component in enabling airports to
raise funds for the significant investments they must undertake for terminal and airfield
expansions. In fact, commercial revenue streams are often used as a performance indicator,
essential for positive credit ratings and determining the market value of an airport.

Regional and Remote Airports



There are significant differences in the business orientation of regional and remote airports and
that of much larger airport operations. In many isolated parts of Australia, airports remain the
only practical means of access to emergency and essential services and therefore they tend to
focus on principal transport infrastructure performance.



Regional and remote airports generally have low profitability, with around half of survey
respondents reporting an operating loss in 2011.




The majority of regional and remote airports (70%) are served by a single airline.



Annual growth in passenger movements is expected to average 3.3% for regional airports out to
2025. Aircraft movements are expected to grow by 1.7% at regional airports over this
timeframe.



On average, regulatory imposts are higher for regional and remote airports, comprising around
12% of total expenses, compared with about 4% for major and major regional airports.

There has been a declining trend in the number of regional airports with RPT services over the
last two decades. Since 2005, RPT services have ceased at 45 regional airports (mainly on lower
density routes), while 25 airports have gained new RPT services. On the other hand, the overall
number of passenger movements has increased over this period, from 8.5 million passengers to
22.5 million passengers.
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The economic contribution of airports: Numbers at a glance

Core airport
operations

Core airport functions involve the management of critical
infrastructure and operations — mostly undertaken by airport
operators and their contractors.
This component is estimated to contribute $3.2 billion in 2011. Around
6,900 FTE workers are hired directly by airport corporations (including
contracted staff).

Airport precinct

Includes all activities (both aeronautical and non-aeronautical)
occurring at airport precincts, including contractors hired by airport
operators. The vast majority of core and precinct airport activities
form part of the aviation and tourism industries.
Airport precinct activities were found to contribute around
$14.1 billion in value added and about 108,300 FTE workers in 2011.

Aviation industry

With few exceptions, most of the aviation industry forms part of
Australia’s air transport sector. According to ABS estimates (2012), the
air transport sector contributes around $6.9 billion to the national
economy and about 56,500 jobs.

Tourism industry

Significant aspects of the airport sector constitute a part of Australia’s
broader tourism industry. These contributions, many of which are
‘catalytic’ in nature, have not been estimated as part of this study. ABS
estimates (2012) indicate the tourism industry accounts for
$34.6 billion of the national economy and around 400,000 FTE workers.
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Executive summary
Australia’s network of airports, across major urban centres and regional areas, form an
integral part of the national economic infrastructure and are critical to connecting
communities and enhancing broader economic performance. Perhaps more than almost
any other country, Australia relies on an efficient and reliable aviation sector and airport
network for its citizens to remain physically ‘in touch’ with each other and the rest of the
world. Indeed, it is now conceivable that Australians can fly from any population centre to
any other country in around 24 hours or less.
This study has examined the economic contribution of Australia’s airports and their pivotal
role in enhancing central aspects of national business performance, linking regions and
promoting social inclusion.
Australia’s airport sector has undergone substantial structural change over recent decades.
Privatisation and corporatisation, especially involving larger airport facilities, has helped
drive new infrastructure developments, better operational efficiencies and a greater
commercial focus. There have also been significant changes to many regional airports, with
considerable growth in air traffic associated with the resources boom and widespread use
of Fly-in Fly-out worker arrangements, as well as the general rebound in agricultural
production.
In the main, these developments showcase the responsiveness of airport operators to
changes in the marketplace and their ability to support businesses and travellers who are
becoming increasingly reliant on air services.

Australia’s airports are practically everywhere
Australia’s network of airports closely reflects the immense size of the country and the
(largely urbanised) dispersion of the population. There are around 250 airports which
receive Regular Public Transport (RPT) services and more than 2000 smaller airfields and
landing strips around the country. Overall activity is dominated by larger facilities and the
11 largest airports (all capital city airports, plus Gold Coast, Cairns and Alice Springs
airports) service about 118 million domestic and international passengers and comprise
around 87% of overall passenger traffic.
The vast majority of Australian airports are, however, much smaller in scale. These
facilities, which span from the northern (eg Boigu Island in the Torres Strait) and southern
(eg Wilkins Runway in Antarctica) extremes of the country and throughout the interior,
provide vital services to rural and regional communities and form a physical link across the
continent and its territories.
Because Australia’s airport network is both widely dispersed and markedly heterogeneous,
much less is known in a specific and collective sense about these smaller airports. As such,
they have formed a particular focus of the study.
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Airports are deeply linked into most economic activities
The dependence of Australians on air services is increasing. Among other things, this is
being driven by growth in leisure tourism (especially outbound) and the regional expansion
of strategic resource and agricultural activities. This can be seen in the overall growth of
aggregate domestic passenger numbers which has increased from 64.8 million to
107.5 million over the last 10 years.
A further aspect influencing the overall demand for air services has been the development
of more globalised and intra-national business supply chains. As businesses become more
strongly linked to suppliers and markets beyond their immediate vicinity they rely more and
more on air-based services to move workers and freight.
Importantly, each of these forms of air movements — both leisure based and commercial
— interface with Australia’s airport infrastructure. The presence and operational efficiency
of airport facilities is thus a key underpinning to most economic activity.

Airports perform a wide range of services
The functioning of an airport as an operational base for aviation services involves a complex
range of activities. These aeronautical services include:


Operating and maintaining runways, taxiways, aprons, navigational aids, refuelling and
ground handling services.



Passenger processing (including customs activities for international passengers) and
baggage handling services, aerobridges and public amenities.



The provision of landside infrastructure to allow passenger and freight access.

There are different arrangements across airports for the provision of these functions. At
some airport facilities, the airport operator directly provides most of these services, while
at other (generally larger) airports there is greater involvement by airlines or specialist
contractors.
Over recent years, airports’ key role in providing an operational centre for aviation has
broadened. This is particularly the case for large metropolitan airports, which now offer a
range of non-airport related retail, office and ancillary services. To a lesser extent,
however, this has also been a development across regional airports. Regional and remote
airports generate about 25% of their revenue from non-aeronautical sources. This
compares to around 44% in major and major regional airports.
Non-aeronautical revenue can be important as it provides commercial diversification
advantages, supporting airports through times when aeronautical revenue is less stable.
Solely relying on aeronautical revenues may add to the challenges of financially supporting
long term infrastructure and maintenance functions.
The development of important industry clusters around airports has also been an
increasingly visible feature of the industry. These clusters are essentially positioned to
leverage the airports connective links and often include hotels, freight logistics and
warehousing and hire car businesses.
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It should be noted that airports themselves are often important centres of economic
activity (as highlighted below). Indeed, within capital cities, major airports typically form
the largest single economic precinct outside of respective central business districts.

Economic contribution of the airport industry
An empirical analysis was conducted to highlight the economic contribution of Australia’s
airport industry. Airports are typically large and strategic commercial precincts within their
local economies and, as such, two specific aspects of their economic footprint were
assessed:


Firstly, and most fundamentally, they contain an operational ‘core’. This comprises the
central operation of an airport facility including its runway infrastructure, terminals and
critical aviation safety and security. These capital intensive functions are mostly
undertaken by airport operators and their contractors.



In addition, many other activities also occur on airport precincts. These include retail
and tourism services, headquartered airline operations, general aviation and aircraft
maintenance, transport and broader (non-aeronautical) commercial activities. A
central feature of airports is that these activities can represent a far greater proportion
of economic activity than the core operation of an airport — especially for larger
airports.

Estimating the operational ‘core’
The current economic contribution of Australia’s ‘core’ airport sector was estimated using
data collected as part of a tailored industry survey undertaken for this study. In particular,
airport operators set out various financial and employment details regarding their
operations, including use of contractors, which covered both core aeronautical and nonaeronautical activities.
In 2011, the total contribution of airport operators is estimated at $3.2 billion, with
$2.6 billion in gross operating surplus (GOS), and $620 million in wage payments (Table i).
Table i: Economic contribution of the core airport sector, 2011
Economic contribution
Major airports
Major regional airports
Regional airports
Remote airports
Total

Value-added
($m)

Wages
($m)

GOS
($m)

2,853
255

508
71

2,346
185

52
22

26
16

25
6

3,183

621

2,562

Source: Deloitte Access Economics

As seen above, the return to capital inputs, at close to 80%, are comparatively high for the
core operational functions of the airport sector. This is characteristic of capital intensive
industries which rely on large infrastructure assets to derive income. As a result, the labour
share of core airport operations is quite low — yielding a total employment of around
6,900 FTEs.
Deloitte Access Economics
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Estimating the industry’s broader economic footprint
The operational core of an airport is only one component of its overall economic profile
and, as noted, a broad range of associated and ancillary activities also typically occur on
airport precincts to support airports in performing their core functions. An estimate of
these activities, across Australia’s network of airports, was undertaken based on the size of
each airport’s core operations and stratified precinct relativities reflecting inherent
differences between the four major classes of airport (major, major regional, regional and
remote airports).
Under this approach, the value added from airport precinct activities was estimated to be
approximately $14.1 billion in 2011, with significant employment of about 108,300 full-time
workers. This component of the industry economic contribution has been based on more
limited information and, accordingly, should be viewed as exploratory — representing a
potential order of magnitude for the economic footprint of airport precincts across the
country.
Bringing the two key aspects of the industry’s activities together, the total direct industry
value added was estimated to be in the order of $17.3 billion (this equates to around 1.2%
of GDP), with overall employment at airport sites of around 115,200 full-time equivalent
workers (see Table ii below).
Table ii: Total economic contribution of Australia’s airports, 2011
Contribution

Employment (FTE)

Value added ($m)

6,865

3,183

Airport precinct

108,291

14,083

Total

115,156

17,266

Core airport operations

Source: Deloitte Access Economics

Connecting Australians
At a fundamental level, airports fulfil the basic social function of connecting individuals,
families and communities with the rest of the country and indeed the world. They also play
an important role in offsetting the geographical disadvantages of living in remote parts of
Australia — both for residents themselves, as well as friends and family who live in major
population centres.

Airports within a wider network
The extensiveness of Australia’s airport infrastructure and accompanying aviation services
gives rise to distinct scale or network economies. That is, the economic value of each
airport is effectively higher because it operates within a system of multiple inter-linked
domestic airports, offering ‘coast-to-coast’ connectivity.
Further, as the network expands, either in terms of additional landing sites or greater
capacity at existing facilities, these economic benefits are amplified. Each user, whether
this is an airline or a passenger, can subsequently interact and trade with all existing parts
of the network. While the vast majority of domestic passenger traffic flows directly
Deloitte Access Economics
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between capital city airports, the opportunity to travel quickly throughout regional
Australia enhances the commercial and social options for all Australians.
Indeed, more recently, this linkage has become a crucial element of securing the economic
gains from the resources boom, allowing workers to travel to remote project sites on a
rostered basis. And in many isolated parts of Australia, airports remain the only practical
means of access to emergency and essential services.

Outlook for airport traffic
A series of airport traffic forecasts was developed for all major international and capital city
airports in Australia and 16 regional airports to provide an overview of expected growth in
passenger, aircraft and freight movements over the period to 2025.
The forecasts provide an overview of expected growth in the sector under ‘business as
usual’ conditions. In particular, the key factors taken to influence growth are:


Broader economic (GDP/GSP) growth.



Population growth.



Exchange rate movements.



Historical growth in average aircraft seating capacity.

A number of other factors are taken into account in the modelling including income
responsiveness for different types of travellers and expected trends such as continued
resources investment.
The outlook is for strong growth in passenger numbers at both major and capital city
airports and for large regional airports. Table iii shows the expected annual growth rate in
passenger and aircraft movements to 2025 for international and capital city airports.
Annual growth in passenger movements is expected to average 3.5% for international and
capital city airports and 3.3% for regional airports out to 2025. While the forecast increase
in aircraft movements is expected to be more modest as a result of the trend towards
larger aircraft sizes, aircraft movements are still expected to grow by just under 2% per
annum at international and capital city airports and 1.7% per annum at regional airports.
Freight movements at international and capital city airports are forecast to grow at 2.9%
per annum over the period to 2025.
Table iii: Forecast annual growth rates by type of airport, 2011-2025
Category
Passenger movements

Aircraft movements

International and capital
city airports

Regional airports

Domestic

3.3%

3.3%

International
Total

4.3%
3.5%

3.3%

Domestic
International
Total

1.6%
3.1%
1.9%

1.7%
1.7%

Source: Deloitte Access Economics
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However, although the growth of the industry as a whole is likely to continue to be strong,
the rate of growth is likely to differ across airports. The airports exposed to the mining
boom and those able to attract low cost carriers are expected to perform more strongly
while others are expected to grow at more modest levels. The projected growth in the level
of international and domestic passenger movements at international and capital city
airports is shown in Chart i.
Chart i: Passenger movements at international and capital city airports
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Source: Deloitte Access Economics

Strategic environment
There are many challenges facing the industry over the medium to long term, especially in
the context of a strong currency, areas of weakness in the domestic tourism market and
strong demand for air services from the rapidly growing resources sector.
The Australian economy has performed well in aggregate over recent years compared to
other advanced economies. However, there is considerable variation across both industries
and geographic regions.


Growth is very strong in the resources sector and this is expected to continue for some
time. Accordingly, as has been the trend for some time, states which have large mining
and gas sectors such as Western Australia and Queensland are continuing to perform
strongly.



On the other hand, other non-mining trade exposed sectors such as manufacturing and
— more critically to airports — tourism continue to have weaker performance.

Crucially, this ‘patchwork’ economic environment is expected to be challenging for some
time ahead.

Deloitte Access Economics
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China growth opportunities
Looking forward, the airport sector is well-placed to take advantage of the considerable
opportunities presented by the rapid growth of China and other large Asian economies.
This has two significant components:


Firstly, the unprecedented pipeline of resource investment which is being underpinned
by strong demand for energy and mineral resources will benefit the sector. Many
regional airports and some major airports (predominantly, Perth, Brisbane and the Gold
Coast airports) are likely to have significant growth potential on the back of widespread
use of FIFO worker arrangements by resource companies.



Secondly, and more broadly, the rise of the Chinese middle class will essentially
underwrite growth in Asian consumer demand. This will importantly include demand
for high-value services where Australia is internationally competitive, notably tourism
and education services. Growth in both of these sectors will involve higher levels of air
traffic which will likely benefit the airport sector going forward.

Exposure to airline related risks
Airlines are particularly volatile businesses being exposed to a range of largely
uncontrollable risks such as terrorism, pandemics and natural disasters. Each of these risks
have materialised at some time over the last decade having a disruptive impact on the
international tourism market.
Importantly, significant variability in airline cost structure and attendant changes in demand
can strain airports operating flexibility, especially when they are running close to capacity.
Given their capital intensity and large sunk costs, airports typically find it difficult to
accommodate high levels of demand variability. Unlike many other infrastructure sectors,
final demand from airlines is not underpinned by long term contractual commitments and,
accordingly, airports must bear substantial demand risk. This can impede forward
investment decisions, such as on infrastructure and terminal facilities.
Development costs
There is substantial development activity occurring across Australia’s airports (as illustrated
in many of the case studies below). This is not particularly surprising given the size of the
airport network, the value of installed capital and the need to meet additional capacity and
increased customer expectations.
The costs of establishing major works in the airport sector and more broadly across the
economy have been increasing. This is being primarily driven by rising construction costs
and shortages of skilled labour.
Cost over-runs and slippage of development schedules represent substantial risks to airport
projects, especially given the considerable scale of investment. A further factor is that
airport infrastructure, whether terminal facilities or runway works, are among the most
expensive forms of commercial and civil construction.

Deloitte Access Economics
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Perspectives from the industry survey
There are various strategic implications for the sector which emerge from the survey:


Airports are a dynamic sector which is constantly evolving to meet changes in the
market for air services. This presents emerging opportunities for airports to
differentiate themselves with better and more innovative services, and reinforce a
market position.



Regional airports, especially those not directly benefitted by the mining boom, need to
find ways to further diversify their revenue base. This may include options for
attracting and developing more general aviation activity at airports.



Shortages of skilled labour are constraining the operation of many airports, particularly
in key regions where resource projects are attracting large numbers of workers. More
innovative options of dealing with this issue need to be identified.



Passengers are becoming increasingly conscious of differences in service standards at
airports which are being driven through increased air travel and greater exposure to
high-functioning airports, both in regional centres and in capital cities. These
expectations are likely to place additional cost pressure on airports, but may well
present new opportunities to offer tailored service offerings — especially to a
passenger base willing to pay for a higher quality experience.



Major airports have effectively re-positioned themselves as an integral part of the
travel value chain and, like airlines, have an enormous stake in the overall passenger
experience. In large part, this shift has encouraged greater investment in terminal
amenities, access infrastructure and greater retail offerings.

Australia’s airport network has played a substantial role in facilitating the physical
connections which allow communities and individuals across our continent to engage with
each other and to the rest of the world. Overall, Australia’s aviation sector is among the
safest and most reliable in the world and this is testament to the enterprise and spirit of the
industry — including across Australia’s extensive network of airport facilities.
Over time, like in many other activities, market and economic developments will present
new risks and commercial opportunities. Many of these are visible now — indeed some are
constant struggles — but others will be unexpected or will manifest in unforseen ways. The
airport sector’s ability to respond to these changed circumstances and deliver new marketdriven services will be critical in ensuring the ongoing growth of air travel for Australians,
and the myriad of social and economic benefits this brings.
Deloitte Access Economics
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1 Introduction
The Australian Airports Association has engaged Deloitte Access Economics to undertake an
economic and social assessment of the airport industry. The study examines the significant
role of Australia’s network of airports — across major urban centres and regional areas —
in connecting the economy, community and enhancing broader productivity.
The primary aim of the analysis has been to quantify the linkages between airports and
other parts of the economy and draw out their contribution to national and regional
development. Therefore, a key focus of the study involves examining the importance of the
airport sector from a regional perspective. This includes identifying the range of essential
and commercial functions that are typically supported by the presence and operation of
airports in regional and more remote parts of the country.
Four broad types of contributions were examined:


The economic contribution of ‘core’ operations, measured in terms of the level of
employment and output generated in the national economy.



The economic contribution of the range of activities undertaken at airport precincts,
measured in terms of the level of employment and value added created.



Contributions which encompass the wider role of airports in raising productivity,
attracting inward investment and facilitating tourism and trade activity.



Social contributions which highlight the role of airports in promoting regional inclusion
and partnering with community groups to enhance social outcomes.

The study is intended to stand as an information resource for industry, stakeholders and
Government. In this regard, building on the quantitative findings, the study contains views
from industry participants and strategic implications around the future prospects for
Australia’s airport industry.

Study approach
The study has adopted a strong empirically-based economic contribution and airport traffic
modelling framework, complemented with detailed qualitative analysis around the wider
benefits of airports on their communities. The three quantitative elements of the study
comprise:


Input-output analysis to determine the economic impact of core airport operations.
The contribution estimates are based on contemporary data, predominantly collected
through a comprehensive survey of AAA members.



Empirical analysis to establish the economic contribution of the diverse commercial and
ancillary activity that occurs at airport precincts. The contribution estimates were
derived by assuming a higher proportion of non-core activities for larger airports
compared to smaller airports.
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Forecasting of key airport-related parameters such as aircraft and passenger
movements using the Deloitte Access Economics in-house air traffic forecasting model.
These forecasts aim to showcase how the demands on Australia’s airport infrastructure
are likely to unfold over the medium term.

There are a range of limitations with the modelling, with parts of the analysis, such as the
wider economic and social role of airports, reliant on more qualitative judgements. These
assessments have also been largely informed by industry consultations and the AAA
member survey.

Report structure
The report is divided into four chapters:


Chapter 2: Australia’s airport sector — This chapter sets out the current profile of the
nation’s network of airports, recent developments in the sector and areas of future
growth. The key role of airports in the economy is also highlighted, supported by a
number of metrics and statistics around the structure, cost and revenue base of the
industry.



Chapter 3: Connecting the economy, connecting the community — Explores how
airports facilitate and underpin a spectrum of business, trade and tourism activities that
in turn contribute considerably to overall economic prosperity. This chapter also draws
out the linkage between the airport industry and other sectors in the economy and
their involvement in social inclusion.



Chapter 4: Growth in air traffic — This chapter sets out the overarching trends and
drivers that typically influence the pattern of activity in Australia’s airport industry.
Specifically, forecasts of the levels of passengers, aircraft movement and freight loads
are provided for capital city and international airports and also selected regional
facilities.



Chapter 5: Strategic implications — Following on from the preceding analysis, this
chapter outlines the future opportunities, risks and policy environment for Australia’s
airport sector. This includes a synthesis of issues raised by participants in the airport
industry.
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2 Australia’s airport sector
The airport sector in Australia is highly varied. It is characterised by around 250 airports
which receive RPT services and more than 2000 smaller airfields and landing strips around
the country. Overall activity is dominated by larger facilities and the 11 largest airports (all
capital city airports, plus Gold Coast, Cairns and Alice Springs airports) service about
118 million domestic and international passengers and comprise about 87% of the overall
passenger traffic.
Annual passenger traffic at airports is projected to more than double in the next two
decades, with Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane airports each expected to facilitate at least
50 million passengers per year (Productivity Commission 2011).
While in revenue and usage terms, the four major gateway airports (Sydney, Melbourne,
Brisbane and Perth) are generally the focus of consideration in the airport sector, smaller
airports and aerodromes in remote and regional Australia are also critical to transport
infrastructure by connecting communities to the domestic and global markets. This
infrastructure is vital to improving access to markets and the provision of essential goods
and services.
Other than airports which facilitate commercial passenger movements, the airport sector
includes Defence airport facilities, Council and private airstrips. Some Defence airstrips also
provide runway capacity and air traffic management facilities for civil use, including those
at Darwin, Townsville and Newcastle (Williamtown).

Regional airport trends
As shown in Chart 2.1, there has been a declining trend in the number of regional airports
with RPT services over the last two decades. Since 2005, RPT services have ceased at
45 regional airports (mainly on lower density routes), while 25 airports have gained new
RPT services. The majority of these changes in RPT services have been in Queensland and
the Northern Territory. Some of the RPT-discontinued airports are now only serviced by
charter flights.
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Chart 2.1: Historical regional passenger movements and regional airports served

Source: BITRE time series estimates 2011

Table 2.2 shows that the decline in regional airports has occurred across regional
classifications, as defined by the Australian Standard Geographical Classification (ASGC). In
all regions from Inner Regional Australia to Very Remote Australia, the number of airports
has almost halved over the last two decades, though there has been a recovery in regional
airport numbers since 2008.
Table 2.2: Number of regional airports served, 1985, 2000 and 2010
Airports by ASGC
Remoteness Classification

1985

2000

2010

Inner Regional Australia

42

33

25

Outer Regional Australia

50

41

27

Remote Australia

38

21

15

Very Remote Australia

138

87

81

Total regional airports
served

268

182

148

Source: BITRE time series estimates 2009

These regional airports are serviced by 27 airlines, with QantasLink (29 airports served),
Regional Express (28), Skytrans Airlines (25), Sunstate Airlines (23) and Virgin Australia (23)
the major players. The number of airlines servicing regional airports has declined over
time, from 34 airlines in 2005, through a combination of fewer regional air routes and
airlines ceasing operations altogether. Airlines which have started to service regional
airports since 2008 include West Wing Aviation, Fly Tiwi and Hinterland Aviation. The
majority of regional and remote airports (70%) are served by a single airline.
On the other hand, the overall number of passenger movements has increased over this
period, from 8.5 million passengers to 22.5 million passengers. As is shown in Chart 2.1,
growth in passenger movements have been particularly strong growth since 2005
Deloitte Access Economics
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(BITRE 2009). Over 90% of this growth is attributable to passengers travelling on regional
air routes between regional areas and capital cities. Between 2008 and 2010, 41% of
regional airports gained RPT available seats, with these generally in larger regional centres.

2.2 Composition and structure of the industry
The major categories of airports in Australia are:


Privatised airports (through long term Federal Leases).



Government (local/state) owned regional airports/aerodromes.



Defence owned airports.



Privately owned airstrips.

This report focuses on the first three categories of airports. A list of privatised airports
(through long term Federal Leases) by state/territory is shown in Table 2.3. The majority of
regional airports are owned and operated by local or state governments. Much of this
structure is attributable to the Aerodrome Local Ownership Plan (ALOP), which operated
during 1985-1990, under which the Federal Government encouraged local ownership of
airports.
Table 2.3: Privatised airports
State/Territory

Privatised airports (under long term Federal Leases)

ACT

Canberra

NSW

Sydney, Bankstown, Camden

Qld

Brisbane, Gold Coast, Townsville, Cairns, Mackay
Archerfield, Mt. Isa

NT

Darwin, Alice Springs, Tennant Creek

Vic

Melbourne, Essendon, Moorabbin

Tas

Hobart, Launceston

SA

Adelaide, Parafield

WA

Perth, Jandakot

Source: BITRE 2012

The Department of Defence operates several airports exclusively for military purposes.
However, there are also five joint use airports which permit civil aviation use, namely
Darwin (NT), Curtin (Derby, WA), Learmonth (Exmouth, WA), Williamtown (Newcastle,
NSW) and Townsville (Qld).
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2.3 Role of airports in the economy
Airports are important national infrastructure which link the economy. They facilitate
passenger movement both domestically and internationally, connect population centres
and markets and thus support business activity, tourism and trade.
Given vast geographical distances across the continent, Australia’s location relative to the
rest of the world, the vast majority of international tourists come by air, and also travel
within Australia by plane. Airports also support the domestic tourism of locals as well as a
significant number of business travels, both interstate and intrastate. Case study 1 below
provides an example of the various activities that can be undertaken at a typical regional
airport.
Case study 1: Latrobe Regional Airport, Vic — Facilitating regional growth
Latrobe Regional Airport is located off the Princes Highway in Morwell, Victoria. The airport is
wholly owned by Latrobe City Council on behalf of the residents and ratepayers of Latrobe City.
The airport is a key economic and community facility providing significant employment
opportunities, vital business and community services and valuable recreation and tourism
facilities.
Adjacent to the airport is Gippsland Regional Hospital and the airport is home to Helimed One, the
Gippsland regional aeromedical helicopter providing emergency services throughout the regional
and offering the ability to transfer critical cases to Melbourne, a short flight time away.
The airport is a major fire fighting base with both fixed and rotary wing assets deployed
throughout the Summer protecting both farmland and properties, as well as the region’s extensive
energy resources.
It is also a significant local employer with over 150 personnel employed with Gippsaero, Australia’s
largest volume manufacturer of aircraft, including the world-class Ga8 Airvan. Over 180 Airvans are
in service and new developments including a turbine variant promise to increase the already
substantial market presence.

Airports are also a place to send and receive air freight. While air freight represents less
than 1% of Australia’s trade by volume, it is generally comprised of high-value and timesensitive exports and imports that make up over 20% of trade (over $100 billion) by value
(BITRE 2011).
Fly-in Fly-out (FIFO) commuter arrangements have been increasingly popular in the last five
years, particularly as the resources boom has necessitated the ‘import’ of workers from
urban centres. In 2011, approximately half of the 90,000 people employed in the Western
Australian mining industry participated in FIFO arrangements, where they live in a city and
fly in to a remote workplace during their work roster (Chamber of Minerals and Energy of
Western Australia 2011).
The ongoing utilisation of FIFO worker arrangements across the resource sector can be
seen in Chart 2.2. While this represents projections for a particular mining project, it
showcases the broader pattern of meeting project demands in isolated areas, especially
during the construction phase.
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Chart 2.2: Fly-in Fly-out employment patterns
Number of workers
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Note: The above represents workforce projections from an unidentified company and their involvement
in the coal seam gas activity in the Surat Basin.
Source: Regional Development Australia 2011

This growth in the FIFO market has the potential to not only benefit the mining and aviation
industries, but provide services to communities as well. For example, Outback Airlines
services Tennant Creek Airport, providing mining charters between Alice Springs and
Tennant Creek with some seats available to the general public.
Airports also facilitate border protection services in the country. For interstate (or even
intrastate) travel, there may be quarantine restrictions particularly if passengers have been
in or are entering key agricultural areas. Airports provide the facilities for the safe disposal
of offending materials and/or quarantine services to render them safe to bring into the
region. In the case of international travel, quarantine of potentially harmful materials and
ill passengers is important in protecting Australia’s borders from pests and disease, which
could otherwise result in large costs to the economy.
Customs and immigration services are also provided at airports, and are particularly
important where international passengers enter the country. Processing of passengers to
ensure they are legitimately entering the country protects Australia’s citizens and
businesses. For many international visitors, airports are the point where they must
undergo security screening.
Airports are also increasingly diversifying their provision of other services such as retail,
hospitality, personal services, recreation facilities, ground transport and accommodation.
These sectors contribute to the non-aeronautical revenue of an airport and make them
more than just places where aircraft operate.
Clearly, passenger volumes set the threshold for the variety of commercial offerings at the
airport. There are also a number of other potential consumer segments that are
dependent on passenger activity. This includes the family and friends who visit or farewell
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passengers and airport workers who both service this group and spend income on other
outlets throughout the airport.
Figure 2.1 provides an overview of potential non-aeronautical revenue sources.
Figure 2.1: Wider revenue sources
Non-aeronautical revenue
segmentation

Business to business customers

Passengers

• Aeronautical related firms

• Visitors

• Non-aeronautical firms

Employees

Subsidiaries

Local residents

External activities

To capitalise on the need for air service accessibility, there has been an increasing trend to
develop commercial business precincts on or near airport grounds. Often these business
parks are largely occupied by firms in the aeronautical and related industries, or by
companies that rely on air transport to meet clients, connect staff and management or visit
suppliers (see Case study 2).
The close relationship between landside business activity and airports is emphasised by the
amount of inbound travel undertaken for business purposes. In 2011, 15% of all inbound
travellers to Australia cited business as the primary reason for stay. Hence where airports
have good connectivity to a range of domestic and international routes, there are powerful
incentives for ‘air-intensive’ firms to locate within close proximity.
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Case study 2: Perth Airport, WA — On-airport expansion and development
Perth Airport is at the apex of Perth’s ‘metropolitan triangle’, and its estate is the largest active
contiguous land-use in Perth. Given that the estate includes more land than is required for future
aeronautical expansion, the estate is also used for commercial property development. The
location of the airport estate relative to the city and other transport modes means that it is the
best land available for the transport, logistics and service companies.
One example of a business located at Perth Airport is Aker Solutions, a Norwegian based sub-sea
oil equipment supplier, with a workforce of over 4,000 in the Asia Pacific region. Aker operates a
3,000 square metre workshop and warehouse complex in Perth Airport, in which it maintains
sophisticated equipment and services used primarily in the WA oil and gas industry. The location
of Aker at Perth Airport delivers transport efficiencies, allowing transport of employees to its
facility in Malaysia, connecting it to its WA client base through regional air services, and giving it
easy access to the Port of Fremantle.
Tenancy by companies such as Aker supports the economic growth of WA by connecting Perth to
Asia, and providing on-shore support to the mining, oil and gas industry.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the range of aeronautical and non-aeronautical activities that take
place at a typical metropolitan airport. These include parking, emergency services, security
services, customs and immigration, and aviation maintenance, training and navigation.
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Figure 2.2: Anatomy of a metropolitan airport
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Regional airports, on the other hand, tend to be smaller than metropolitan airports and
provide a limited range of services, given the lower passenger and freight traffic utilising
the facilities.
The range of aeronautical and non-aeronautical services at a typical regional airport is
shown in Figure 2.3. These services include general aviation services, support services,
parking and aircraft maintenance. There are generally fewer opportunities for nonaeronautical, retail and other businesses to benefit from locating near an airport in regional
areas.
Figure 2.3: Anatomy of a regional RPT and charter services airport
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2.4 Market dynamics and changing business
models
The role, scale and meaning of airports have transformed tremendously over the last few
decades. Airports have traditionally been viewed as transport infrastructure providers,
primarily designed to facilitate airline and aviation related functions.
Airports have evolved to become sophisticated and business-oriented service providers in
their own right, pursuing a range of activities. Changes in the broader aviation industry
have no doubt heavily influenced the direction in which airports have developed. This has
assisted in changing the perception of passengers as simply travellers, to customers, similar
to the philosophy of other commercial entities. The transformation of airports has been
spurred by changes in the following areas:


Airline market dynamics — Shifts in passenger preferences and the emergence of ‘nofrills carriers’ have had implications for traveller composition and airport infrastructure.



Value proposition — There has been a concerted effort to enhance the ‘airport
experience’ for customers.

The combination of other factors, including continued investment, market deregulation and
privatisation have also played a part in shaping the modern day airport metropolises that
are in operation today.

Changing market dynamics for airlines
For long periods of time, the airline industry had been the beneficiary of strong growth in
travel to and from Australia. Rising incomes around the world, and growth in developing
countries has served to perpetuate the demand for aviation services. At a deeper level, the
Australian airline industry is currently in the midst of a transition period, following a decade
of large structural changes. Namely, the airline industry has been influenced by three
simultaneous and related phenomena:


A declining trend in the demand for high-end air travel.



The emergence of low cost carriers.



Increased transparency and comparability of airline offerings.

The performance of the aviation industry is related to broad measures of economic activity
and consumer sentiment. Certainly, the current downturn in the aviation industry
demonstrates how economic pressures can lead to a temporary reduction in the demand
for aviation services. Likewise, the collapse of high-end demand around the early 2000s
was initially presumed to be due to cyclical depression in the wider market. Since then the
demand of high-end aviation services remained relatively weak and progressively
contracting over time (Horwath HTL 2011).
While leisure travellers have always selected airlines mainly on pricing factors, there are
suggestions that business travellers are becoming more price-sensitive. For one, the
increasing use of aviation services to support business activity has meant that large
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corporations are attempting to cut travel expenditure per employee. Perhaps more
significantly, the emergence of low cost carriers has provided a cheaper and effective
alternative for businesses which rely on air transport, noting that low cost carrier services
are currently limited to a few larger airports.
Beyond business travel, the advent of ‘no-frills carriers’ has been a factor in driving higher
domestic leisure travel, as well as accelerating the development of connected tourism
markets. In particular, the hub of east coast airports of Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and
the Gold Coast has seen a large increase in low cost carrier traffic, based around short
holidays that are flexible and cost-effective. On these routes, low cost carriers such as
Jetstar Airways and Tiger Airways have quickly mobilised and arguably rival legacy airlines in
terms of access to popular capital and regional city routes, in a frequent and reliable
manner.
In addition, many airlines have embraced online ticket sales as a means of lowering their
distribution costs. Given their relatively recent start-up, low cost carriers have been in a
better position to take advantage of this new distribution channel as they are mostly
unburdened by existing distribution systems and technologies. The ease at which travellers
are now able to compare service offerings across airlines has further incentivised the use of
low cost carriers.
Impacts on airport infrastructure and development
Given their appreciable participation in the aviation industry, low cost airlines have become
a consideration in airport planning. Low-cost airlines typically have different requirements,
in terms of aircraft size and technical features, necessitating the redevelopment or
expansion of existing airport infrastructure.
In Australia low cost carriers have been catalysing the development of cheaper airport
terminals which are configured internally, distinctively different from traditional designs.
The first low cost terminals, built at Sydney Airport, closely followed by Melbourne Airport
led the way for other key airports to utilise low cost airlines to target certain niches in the
tourism market. For example, in 2010, Gold Coast Airport completed a $100 million
terminal redevelopment to better accommodate low cost airlines. Further information
about Gold Coast Airport’s low cost airport model can be seen in Case study 3.
In response to the growth in overall passenger movements, many airports have committed
to new infrastructure investments. Melbourne Airport has announced plans for a new
‘Southern Precinct’ domestic terminal development with construction planned to
commence in late 2012.
With an estimated initial phase cost of up to $300 million, the project will provide a new
domestic terminal facility designed to cater for up to 20 million passengers per annum and
an ultimate area of 35,000 square metres; 35 additional aircraft parking aprons and taxi
lanes to accommodate future growth; two new multi-level structures for ground transport
services, with additional car parking spaces, and access to other services such as taxis,
shuttle buses and public transport; and, the upgrading of the airport road network to
provide access to the new terminal precinct and to support the future growth of Melbourne
over the next 30 to 40 years.
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Case study 3: Gold Coast Airport, Qld — A low cost airport business model
The Gold Coast and Northern Rivers region is a holiday destination, as such, passengers are
constantly looking for competitive prices for airline travel. To cater to this need, the Gold Coast
Airport completed a major investment in its terminal in 2010, constructing the only dedicated low
cost terminal within Australia, and one of the first in the Asia-Pacific region.
The low cost model that Gold Coast Airport bases its success on allows visitors to the region, and
residents of the Gold Coast and Northern Rivers region access to competitive airfares and access to
not only the major capital cities of Australia, but also the key destinations in Asia and beyond. It
has allowed Gold Coast airport to become one of the busiest and fastest growing airports in
Australia, welcoming almost 2 million tourists in the year ending 2010, with over 5 million
passengers passing through the airport in 2011.
The model makes the Gold Coast Airport popular with airlines as well as travellers. Seven airlines
currently service the airport, and Scoot airlines, a low cost subsidiary of Singapore Airlines,
commenced flights to Singapore in 2012. The introduction of Scoot is estimated to generate an
extra $65 million to the local economy and further stimulate the economy by potentially bringing
in 104,000 visitors each year.

From an international perspective, low cost airlines have played a part in the proliferation
of secondary airports and metropolitan multi-airport systems in parts of Europe and in
North America. In these cases, there has been strong support for attracting low cost
airlines to secondary airports because of the large direct and flow-on benefits to local
communities. Indeed the availability of cheap flights has been drawing more passenger
activity in regional areas where air transport demand had been historically weak. At the
same time, greater inbound tourism, supported by better connections to regional areas is
also stimulating airport and community activity.

Enhancing the value proposition of airports
Since their origins as transport infrastructure providers, airports have evolved to become a
hub for a number of commercial operations. In more recent times, modern airports have
gone one step further, by adopting a customer-centric approach that looks to improve the
‘airport experience’ for all passengers and visitors. Indeed, the greater saturation of retail
stores, food and beverages, parking facilities and rental car services at airports, all attempt
to provide a multi-service environment for passengers.
There have been clear benefits from applying an end-to-end passenger experience
framework within airports. In the past, airline companies have led the rest of the aviation
industry in offering innovative services for their customers. Passengers now have higher
expectations for the level of customer service and personalised offerings that are made
available to them.
The emergence of low cost carriers and subdued market conditions has meant many
traditional airlines have cut back on premium services in order to provide competitive
airfares. Modern airports have looked to take advantage of this gap in the market, by
offering more premium customer services. Examples of changes in airport offerings
include:


Wider variety of travel destinations, particularly in emerging markets (in partnership
with airlines).
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The availability of retail, hospitality and entertainment options of passengers and
visitors.



A greater ability to up-sell and cross-sell services based on real time status information
(valet parking to travellers arriving late for a flight, or hospitality services in the event of
an airline delay).

Changes in customer segments, through the decline in high-end demand and the increase
in leisure travel have meant that both airlines and airports must cater for the needs and
tastes of a broader range of passengers.

2.5 Investment in airport infrastructure
Airports are capital intensive businesses, underpinned by their principal role as transport
infrastructure providers. Like other forms of economic infrastructure, these assets are long
lived and have few, if any, alternative uses. As discussed in Section 2.4, there have been a
range of changes in the marketplace that have influenced the way in which airports deliver
services. Now more than ever, airports are enhancing the quality and breadth of services
to improve the customer experience. Certainly, the expectations for amenity standards
have increased over time, prompting upgrades to existing facilities.
Investments in low cost terminals highlight one aspect of these changes. However, there
are several other investment trends that have been observed at Australian airports,
including:


Terminal upgrades to facilitate larger A380 aircraft.



Construction or redevelopment of passenger terminals.



Expansions to car parking facilities.



Extension of runways.



Increased security and baggage checking and screening capabilities.



Property developments relating to logistics, retail and commercial activities.



Upgrades because of regulatory changes such as broadening runways.



Maintenance of existing infrastructure such as resurfacing of runways.



Public transport facility upgrades to improve modal connectivity such as rail links and
bus stations etc.

A pipeline of infrastructure investment
As illustrated in Chart 2.3, airport infrastructure tends to exhibit decreasing costs over their
economic lives. Typically, the costs per passenger of additional infrastructure facilities are
highest once they become operational, falling over time with greater usage as high fixed
costs can be spread over a larger customer base. Increases in passenger usage will also
dictate the timing of additional investments, with new infrastructure needed as critical
capacity thresholds are reached. Infrastructure capacity will also be dictated by maximum
load requirements, which may not be reached for some time or used very often.
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Chart 2.3: Investment patterns at airports

While airport infrastructure is characterised by extremely long asset lives (sometimes in
excess of 50 years), they are also associated with long lead in times. This means that
expenditures made today, often take a period of several years to materialise into
operational facilities. Therefore, in order to ensure market demands are met, airports are
required to identify periodic expansion investments far in advance of any forecasted
shortfalls.
Given the level of activity at many of Australia’s capital city and major regional airports,
there has been a continuous stream of comparatively smaller investments associated with
ongoing maintenance and refurbishments. However, the unprecedented growth in
passenger traffic over the past few decades has, in some cases, exceeded the planned
capacity of many key airports. As a result, the most substantial investments in the airport
industry have stemmed from the large-scale expansion of aviation related and other
aeronautical assets.
This is congruent with findings from the Productivity Commission inquiry into the economic
regulation of airport services (2011). The Commission asserts that since 2002, infrastructure
investments in the airport sector have increased by around $9 billion. Over the same
period, aggregate domestic passenger movements have increased from 64.8 million to
107.5 million (Chart 2.4).
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Chart 2.4: Additions to long term aeronautical assets
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In addition, to accommodate the anticipated growth in future passenger movements, there
is likely to be further large-scale investments over the next two decades. For example,
Hastings Funds Management forecast that around $4 billion will be invested between 2011
and 2016, for the airports it has an ownership interest in (consisting of Perth, Melbourne,
Launceston, Townsville, Gold Coast, Mount Isa, Cairns, Mackay, Darwin, Alice Springs,
Tennant Creek and Sydney Airport). Similarly, Industry Funds Management identified a
wide range of planned investments over the period 2011 to 2021, totalling almost $4 billion
(covering Melbourne Launceston, Brisbane, Perth, Adelaide, Darwin and Alice Springs
Airports).
A number of rural aerodromes also require urgent upgrades or maintenance. At times
these works are required by regulators and may impact on the future of the aerodrome if
not undertaken. This poses significant funding challenges for non-privatised airports (as
noted in Chapter 5).

The economic benefits of investment at airports
Income and job creation
Consistent with the considerable commercially-focused investment activity that is currently
occurring and planned at airports, there are also appreciable economic benefits to related
industries. In particular, there are direct employment gains to the construction and
manufacturing industries involved in developing airport infrastructure projects (for
example, construction of Brisbane Airport’s new car parking facilities were estimated to
involve around 1,000 workers). In this way, the stream of infrastructure investments in the
airport industry helps support growth across the broader construction sector.
The benefits of infrastructure investments are more widespread as facilities become
operational. Principally, the aeronautical capacity of airports can expand significantly once
infrastructure investments are fully functional. As a consequence, further job opportunities
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are potentially created in the air transport sector and other industries operating on or near
airport grounds (ie in commercial buildings developed by airport corporations).
Over time, the increase in passenger throughput facilitated by new infrastructure
contributes to higher revenues at airports, potentially generating job opportunities both at
the airport precinct and indirectly through the chain of suppliers which service the airport
industry. Indeed the current turnover of the airport industry has been largely enabled by
infrastructure investment decisions made in the past.
Productivity and network efficiency
Airports play a pivotal role in broader transport networks, facilitating the time-sensitive
movement of people and goods. Therefore, investments in airport infrastructure can play
an important role in improving the functioning of the overall transport system — especially
at larger capital city airports which have greater intermodal interface.
Major airports play a central component in logistics networks. This has become more
important in light of the increasing trade intensity of the Australian economy. In 2010-11,
exported freight accounted for just over 40% of the total cargo carried with a value of
$38 billion, while $63 billion worth of air freight imports arrived in Australia during this
period (ABS 2011).
Additions to airport infrastructure, such as the development of large freight handling
facilities, assist in building the capacity to not only process greater volumes of freight, but
to do so with increased efficiency. This is particularly important for lighter and high-value
goods.
Continued investments allow airports to better link with other modes of transport, such as
road, rail and seaports, increasing the efficiency with which sales, logistics and inventory
management operations are conducted. Case study 4 on Bankstown Airport provides an
example of commercial development and inward investment undertaken at major regional
airports.
Case study 4: Bankstown Airport, NSW — Airports as economic engines
Sydney Metro Airport Bankstown is ideally located, 22km away from the Sydney CBD. Bankstown
Airport has found that key drivers of demand development stem from the airport’s landmark
location and the availability of both airside and non-airside land.
According to Airservices Australia, the airport recorded almost 250,000 aircraft movements in
2011, making it the largest volume of general aviation activity in NSW. Bankstown Airport is also
the major base for flight training operations in NSW.
Bankstown Airport is considering expanding its role in supporting general aviation capacity by
expanding its freight operations. Regular overnight freight activities are undertaken by medium
sized propeller driven aircraft. The airport is now considering the feasibility of expanding
overnight freight aircraft operations to facilitate a dedicated larger freighter aircraft to service the
airport.
Bankstown Airport is actively seeking to increase both its aeronautical and non-aeronautical
commercial activities. Already, there is a diverse range of tenants at the airport, from food
retailers, a supermarket, service station, warehouse distribution, educational facilities, bus depot,
and a number of aeronautical services providers.
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2.6 The economics of airports
Australia’s airport network is large and diverse, with information on the sector fragmented
and incomplete in places. Deloitte Access Economics has conducted a State of the Industry
Survey, covering airport members of the AAA. This survey collected a range of
infrastructure, operational and financial information for individual airports. Drawing on the
results obtained through the survey, the following section provides a snapshot of the
revenues and costs associated with maintaining airport operations.

Revenues
In 2011, the total revenue of the airport industry is estimated to be $3.3 billion. Chart 2.5
illustrates the distribution of industry revenues by state.
Chart 2.5: Industry revenue by state, $ millions
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Source: Deloitte Access Economics, State of the Industry Survey 2012

As noted earlier, there are two distinct forms of income and expenditure at an airport:
‘aeronautical’ and ‘non-aeronautical’. In broad terms, the aeronautical side of the business
is made up of the fees paid for core airport-related activities such as the provision of
runways and traffic operations, terminals, passenger and cargo fees, security, hangar
charges and the costs associated with staff. On the other hand, non-aeronautical revenues
stem from activities undertaken in addition to an airport’s operational requirements.
Table 2.4 shows the breakdown of aeronautical revenue for the major and major regional
airports surveyed. On average, passenger related fees make up over half (54%) of
aeronautical revenue for these large airports, while the fuel levy represents only 1% of total
aeronautical revenue.
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Table 2.4: Aeronautical revenue structure, major and major regional airports
Landing
fees

Passenger
related fees

Rental for
hangars

Aircraft
parking

Aeronautical
security
recovery

Fuel
levy

Other

Total

14%

54%

8%

2%

12%

1%

9%

100%

Source: Deloitte Access Economics, State of the Industry Survey 2012

Table 2.5 shows the average breakdown of non-aeronautical revenue for these surveyed
airports. Retail and office rental at airports, or on adjacent airport-owned land, make up
39% of total non-aeronautical revenue at airports.
Table 2.5: Non-aeronautical revenue structure, major and major regional airports
Retail lease

Office lease

Parking

Landside
transport charges

Other

Total

21%

18%

26%

15%

20%

100%

Source: Deloitte Access Economics, State of the Industry Survey 2012

Diversifying revenue sources
Aviation related revenues have long formed the main revenue source of airports. However
the significant pressures faced by airlines over the past decade has slowly decreased the
share of aeronautical revenue across all types of airports. In response, many airports have
strengthened their non-aeronautical revenue base as means of managing risk against the
comparatively volatile airline and aviation market. Case study 5 on Canberra Airport
highlights an example of how traditional airports have become facilitators of not only
transport, but business, tourism and retail precincts.
The non-aeronautical segment of an airport’s revenue stream also has a number of wider
benefits. For example, additional income from non-aeronautical activities is a key
component in enabling airports to raise funds for the significant investments they must
undertake for terminal and airfield expansions. In fact, commercial revenue streams are
often used as a performance indicator, essential for positive credit ratings and determining
the market value of the airport. This in turn influences the airport’s ability to attract the
private or public investors who are involved in financing large infrastructure projects.
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Case study 5: Canberra Airport, ACT — Transport, Business and retail centre
When the Capital Airport Group purchased the Canberra Airport from the Commonwealth
Government in 1998 the area consisted of an airport terminal, general aviation precinct and the
RAAF Fairbairn base. In the 13 years since then, the airport and surrounding area has been
developed into a modern transport hub and retail and business precinct consisting of:



Brindabella Business Park — Around 7,000 workers are employed in the 46 businesses
operating within the Brindabella Business Park precinct. The 19 office buildings within the
area are tenanted by a range of firms including hi-tech aerospace, defence and technology
businesses. Brindabella Business Park also encompasses a range of other facilities for
employees and tenants including two early learning centres, sports and recreational fields,
financial and retail services, cafes and restaurants.



Fairbairn — Located at the former RAAF airbase, and is Canberra Airport’s second stage of the
business hub. Fairbairn is the largest commercial district in the airport, encompassing 90
hectares of land. Around 2,000 workers are employed in the businesses within this area. As
with the Brindabella Business Park a wide range of other facilities and services are provided to
tenants and employees; and



Majura Park — Is the newest addition to the Canberra Airport business precinct. Majura is
more focused towards a retail environment. Large retailers such as Big W, Toys R Us, Trade
Secret, Chemist Outlet, Jim Murphy Airport Cellars and Costco are located within Majura Park.
In addition to these services, a variety of facilities and services are available including
childcare, cafes, swimming pool and gymnasium, sports and recreational, conference and
meeting facilities.

Comparison of revenue sources across airports
In general, larger airports have reported that non-aeronautical revenue is growing at a
much faster pace than aeronautical income or traffic figures. Results from the State of the
Industry survey indicate that at major and major regional airports in Australia, 44% of total
revenue is derived from non-aeronautical sources (see Chart 2.6).
There are also significant differences in the business orientation of regional and remote
airports and that of much larger airport operations. The share of non-aeronautical revenue
at regional and remote airports is about 25%. In many isolated parts of Australia, airports
remain the only practical means of access to emergency and essential services and they
therefore tend to focus on principal transport infrastructure performance. The smaller
economic and passenger base in these areas also make retail and hospitality offerings less
viable.
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Chart 2.6: Sources of revenue at Australian airports

Source: Deloitte Access Economics, State of the Industry Survey 2012

Operational costs
In 2011, the total expenses incurred by the airport industry are estimated at around
$1.0 billion. This figure captures the costs of operations, and excludes the substantial
financing costs associated with interest and depreciation. Chart 2.7 displays the
distribution of industry operational costs by state.
Chart 2.7: Industry costs by state, $ millions
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Source: Deloitte Access Economics, State of the Industry Survey 2012
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On average, 30% of total costs are attributed to payments to labour. This reflects the high
capital intensity of the airport industry. Due to the airport’s role as transport infrastructure
asset, and in some cases a commercial and business precinct, there are considerable capital
related operational costs.
As is suggested in Table 2.6, on average, the non-labour cost structure does not vary greatly
across different airports. There are however clear differences between the security costs
for major and major regional airports (16%) and regional and remote airports (2%). At
major and major regional airports, these costs represent a high fixed cost associated with
airport operations.
Smaller regional and remote airports typically have lower levels of passenger throughput or
commercial activities, reducing the level of mandated security. However, if these airports
receive passenger services involving aircraft greater than 20,000 kg they need to undertake
passenger screening. In this case, relevant screening costs are often far higher than those
at larger airports as the costs are effectively amortised over a smaller passenger base.
The State of the Industry survey results also indicate that regional and remote airports
spend a greater share of resources complying with relevant regulations, including
mandatory audits and inspections. On average major and major regional airports attribute
4% of total expenses for regulation and compliance purposes, compared to 12% at regional
and remote airports. That is, the regulatory impost for regional and remote airports is
around three times higher than that faced by larger airports.
Table 2.6: Non-labour cost structure by airport size
Component of nonlabour cost

Major and major
regional airports

Regional and
remote airports

Services and utilities

24%

20%

Other operational costs

21%

25%

Property and maintenance

23%

28%

Recoverable security costs

16%

2%

Regulation and compliance
Other costs
Total

4%
11%
100%

12%
12%
100%

Source: Deloitte Access Economics, State of the Industry Survey 2012

Profitability
Most of the registered airport and aerodromes in Australia are very small; and, in addition,
there are numerous much smaller facilities across the country which are used for (more
irregular) aircraft operations. These facilities, many of which are owned and operated by
local councils, have little broader industry profile yet provide vital services to their
communities.
The majority of these smaller and dispersed facilities face considerable operational and
financial pressures. While the maintenance and operational cost requirements for remote
airports are often modest, they typically lack the scale to ensure they can be financially selfsustaining. As a result, a large share, if not most, have recurrent requirements for financial
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support by governments, either in a general sense or for specific works (eg to pave runways
or install navigational lighting). In addition, some airports or airstrips are maintained and
operated under non-commercial terms (mostly through local council ownership) to retain
their strategic value to regional communities.
Some recent developments have effectively intensified the broader pressures faced within
this critical part of Australia’s airport network:


The trend towards larger and heavier aircraft on regional routes has increased
infrastructure requirements for both terminal facilities and runway maintenance,
adding to the costs for smaller operators.



The drive for greater efficiencies by RPT operators has also led to consolidation on
many regional routes. Greater load factors have certainly benefitted some regional
airports (and passengers) but it has meant that other facilities handle fewer and more
irregular air services. In some cases, RPT services have ceased altogether which can
have a more fundamental effect on sustainability.

Case study 6 emphasises the challenges faced by smaller RPT (Ceduna Aerodrome) and
non-RPT (Streaky Bay) airfields.
Case study 6: The role of remote airports
Ceduna Aerodrome, SA: is located 2.5 kilometres south of the Ceduna township, on the western
side of the Eyre Peninsula, on the national highway to Western Australia, approximately 770 km
west of Adelaide. Ceduna is a small regional centre supporting a wide variety of business, mining,
agricultural and aquaculture enterprises and a variety of health and social services. Daily air
services are provided by 34 seater aircraft with annual passenger numbers of around 25,000 per
annum. Being the last stop in South Australia, Ceduna Aerodrome also provides strategic refueling
services for general aviation, Defence and the Royal Flying Doctor Service.
The Ceduna Airport is operated by the Council as a standalone business unit and has diversified its
revenue streams with site rental and provision of refueling services. The airport can still only fund
its operations and present infrastructure maintenance, with no opportunities to set aside monies
for upgrades required to meet changing operating environment or larger aircraft.
Streaky Bay Aerodrome, SA: is located 10 kilometres south of the Streaky Bay township, on the
western side of the Eyre Peninsula in South Australia, approximately 700 km west of Adelaide. It is
a small coastal community supporting agricultural and aquaculture enterprises and a popular
tourist destination. The small township provides education, health care services, building and
maintenance services and retail with regional services provided some 110 kilometres west at
Ceduna or 330 kilometres south at Port Lincoln.
With a sealed main runway and permanent lighting the airfield provides important access for the
RFDS to Streaky Bay and surrounding communities. Streaky Bay as with a lot of small communities
has in the past been serviced with charter and RPT services but now that airlines are operating
larger aircraft there are insufficient passenger in the catchment area to presently support these
services. Travellers wishing to use RPT services therefore need to travel to Ceduna.
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Results from the State of the Industry Survey emphasise that there is a clear pattern
between declining profitability and airport size (see Chart 2.8). Key profit and loss statistics
indicate:


Around 95% of major and major regional airports reported profits.



Only 55% of regional airports reported a profit.



About 45% of remote airports recorded a profit.

This profitability pattern has been reflected in government policy settings. For instance, to
support regional airports that are not commercially viable but provide essential social and
economic value to their communities, successive Australian Governments have provided
co-contribution grants under the Remote Aerodrome Safety Program (RASP).
Chart 2.8: Profitability by airport size
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Source: Deloitte Access Economics, State of the Industry Survey 2012

Regulation
Regulation is important to the operation and investment in the airport industry. The
Federal Government’s Aviation White Paper released in December 2009 is the cornerstone
for airport regulation in Australia and recommends the continuation of existing regulatory
arrangements for Australia’s major airports until 2013, recognising the importance of
regulatory stability for long-term investment decisions.
Evolution of airport regulation
Following the privatisation of Federal airports two decades ago, reviews of the sector have
resulted in progressively light-handed regulation, with formal price regulation abandoned
in 2002. Figure 2.4 summarises the evolution of airport regulation in Australia.
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Figure 2.4: The economic regulation of Australian airports
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Source: Colonial First State Global Asset Management Research 2010

During the transition phase of privatisation, price cap regulation existed on aeronautical
businesses only (dual-till regulation). As this does not regulate the non-aeronautical
businesses, it does not impede the incentive to develop them. This is particularly important
as airports are increasingly diversifying their services and revenue sources. This regulation
consisted of:


Price notification for aeronautical services.



A Consumer Price Index (CPI) minus the price cap on aeronautical services.



Price monitoring of certain aeronautical-related services.



Cost pass-through provisions for necessary new investment and government-mandated
security services (Australian Government 2009).



The National Access Regime — third party access regulation to nationally significant
airports, on reasonable terms and conditions. It seeks to enhance incentives for
negotiation and provide access if these fail.



Quality of service monitoring — in conjunction with the current price monitoring
regime to better understand the relationship between pricing and investment
decisions.

Importantly, the threat of re-regulation remains where it is evident that there has been a
misuse of market power. A scaled-down model of self-administered monitoring is in place
at the second tier airports including Canberra, Darwin, Hobart, Adelaide and Gold Coast
Airports. Other airports were also encouraged to adopt web-based reporting of customer
satisfaction measures and outcomes.
There are also other frameworks structuring the airport industry, aside from those related
to prices and revenue. Privatised airports are required to adhere to airport Master Plans
which provide transparency about future land use at airports, including for nonaeronautical purposes. Planning Co-ordination Forums are designed to improve planning
co-ordination between major airports and all levels of government, specifically addressing
implications for traffic and public transport. Further, Community Aviation Consultation
Groups aim to give local residents and businesses the opportunity to voice concerns and
opinions related to airport planning and operations.
Regional and remote airports generally face lower levels of regulation as they are less likely
to have any market power or negatively impact on surrounding residents or businesses.
Other policies which contribute to the regulatory framework include:
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Negotiations with other countries — where the Australian Government negotiates for
foreign airlines to have unlimited access to airports other than the four main gateways,
encouraging international tourism to regional areas. This package is also enhanced by
allowing foreign airlines more capacity to the major gateways where services are linked
to regional airports (eg travelling to Sydney via Cairns, Darwin or Broome).



Curfews — aviation is restricted between certain hours at Adelaide, Sydney, Gold Coast
and Essendon airports.



Airports Act 1996.



Airports (Environmental Protection) Regulations 1997.
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3 Connecting the economy,
connecting the community
Australia’s distance from world markets and the geographic dispersion of its cities and
towns underlies the importance of efficient and reliable air transport links. As a central
component of air transportation, airports effectively enable a range of business, trade and
tourism activities that contribute significantly to economic activity. Beyond this, airports
also facilitate the physical connections between family, friends and communities, thereby
advancing national social cohesion and participation.
These important dimensions of the economic and social contributions of Australia’s airport
network are discussed in this chapter.

3.1 The economic contribution of Australia’s
airport network
Airports are typically large and strategic economic precincts. Firstly, and most
fundamentally, they contain an operational ‘core’. This comprises the central operation of
an airport facility including its runway infrastructure, terminals and critical aviation safety
and security. In a sense, these are functions that remain largely fixed if airlines or charter
services which operate at the airport change.
In addition to this function are many other activities which occur at airport sites. These
include retail and tourism services, headquartered airline operations, general aviation and
aircraft maintenance, transport and broader (non-aeronautical) commercial activities.
These functions, which are outlined in more detail in Chapter 2, are shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: An economic profile of airports
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A key feature of airports — and one strongly reflected in the industry survey — is that these
activities can represent a far greater proportion of economic activity than the operational
core. Indeed, a general pattern is that larger airports typically encompass a comparatively
higher proportion of ancillary and non-core precinct activities than smaller airports. This
relationship is shown in a stylised sense in Figure 3.2.
There are a few intrinsic reasons for this:


Larger airports generally involve greater outsourcing of activities such as security and
cleaning. Moreover, some functions which may occur in-house by smaller airports are
undertaken by airlines and other service providers at larger airports.



Further, larger airports can effectively harness greater gains from economic
agglomeration. That is, they can become strategic hubs themselves with a critical mass
of diversified retail, freight and logistics, and aviation activities, many of which leverage
the airport’s business base and passenger traffic.

This is not to downplay any of the strategic benefits of regional or smaller airports.
Certainly, these facilities are core infrastructure installations which are critical to the social
and economic integration of regional communities. Rather, it simply reflects that smaller
airports — much like regional communities themselves — operate in a different economic
environment with a narrower commercial base.
Figure 3.2: Economic relationship between core airport activities and the airport precinct

Estimating the industry’s operational ‘core’
Economic contribution studies typically measure the direct and flow-on contribution of a
sector — where contributions are constructed from the sum of payments to factors of
production, namely, profits paid to capital owners and wages paid to employees.
The current economic contribution of Australia’s ‘core’ airport sector was estimated using
input-output multipliers and data collected as part of the industry survey (see Box 1 below).
In particular, airport operators set out various financial and employment details regarding
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their operations, including use of contractors, which covered both core aeronautical and
non-aeronautical activities. This information has enabled a full and robust economic profile
of the airport operational sector to be developed.

Economic contribution of airport operators
In 2011, the total contribution of airport operators is estimated at $3.2 billion, with
$2.6 billion in gross operating surplus (GOS) and $620 million in wage payments (Table 3.1).
It is clear that the distribution of economic gains is heavily concentrated towards larger
airports, with major airports accounting for around 90% of total value-added. It is
important to note that while regional and remote airports have a less prominent economic
profile within the sector as a whole, their contributions are important within respective
regions. Certainly, in the context of improving connections to the local communities they
serve, these facilities help drive material improvements in living standards in rural and
isolated parts of the country.
Table 3.1: Economic contribution of the core airport sector, 2011
Economic contribution

Value-added
($m)

Wages
($m)

GOS
($m)

Major airports
Major regional airports
Regional airports

2,853
255
52

508
71
26

2,346
185
25

Remote airports
Total

22

16

6

3,183

621

2,562

Source: Deloitte Access Economics

The total employment across the core airport sector in Australia was estimated to be about
6,900 full-time equivalent (FTE) workers. While the seemingly modest employment levels
may be surprising considering the visibly high levels of activity at airports, it is important to
note that this estimate captures only the employment of staff hired by airport operators
and corporations and their contractors.
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Box 1: Survey of Australia’s airports
The economic contribution analysis was based on a survey conducted by Deloitte Access Economics
in conjunction with the AAA. The survey was distributed to AAA members, a group consisting of over
185 airports. These include the major (mostly capital city airports), major regional (usually the
second largest airport in a state) and the remaining regional and remote airports across the country.
A total of about 85 airports responded to the survey, representing a broad cross-section of
Australia’s airport industry — both across different size facilities and across jurisdictions.
The economic contribution analysis was based on the responses of approximately 60 airports.
Where airport information was incomplete or triggered specific outlier and filtering thresholds,
survey data was excluded from the economic contribution analysis. In some cases, publicly available
information was used to supplant survey answers.
The information provided from the survey was used in conjunction with AAA membership
categorisations to scale the survey data to represent the population. The AAA membership includes
23 categories that segregate the type and scale of airports in Australia.
Notably, there was a high response rate for the largest airports. Together, airports in this category
— which include Sydney and Melbourne airports — were found to contribute over 90% of the
industry’s economic contribution.
For the remaining airports that did not respond to the survey, a number of assumptions were made
about their economic contribution to obtain an estimate for the sector’s core economic contribution.
Specifically, average levels of turnover, value added and employment were imposed from the
appropriate categories to estimate their economic contribution.
Application of survey results to the analysis
Category
Major airports
Major regional airports
Regional airports
Remote airports

Population

Survey

12
45
107
89

11
21
22
8

Source: Deloitte Access Economics

Estimating the industry’s broader economic footprint
As noted above, the operational core of an airport is only one component of its overall
economic profile. A broad range of associated and ancillary activities also occur on airport
precincts. For major airports in particular, this activity can be significant (even in a
macroeconomic perspective) — often being several orders of magnitude larger than that of
the core airport functions.
An example of the large range of employment impacts that can stem from airport precinct
activities is presented in Case study 7.
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Case study 7: Brisbane Airport, Qld — Supporting industry and employment
Brisbane Airport serves as one of two major maintenance bases for Virgin Australia in Australia,
and also has a state-of-the-art Qantas heavy maintenance hangar. The flexibility afforded from
24/7 operations has allowed the airlines to undertake overnight maintenance as required. A
range of non-aeronautical activity is also undertaken in the airport precinct, including retail
activity both at the terminal and in the broader complex, mixed light industrial activity, and
commercial offices in the airport precinct.
A survey of all the companies operating at the airport precinct found that over 18,700 workers
(full-time, part-time and casual) are currently employed in mid-2011 across a range of businesses.
The figures in the chart below represent total employment, that is, workers who are employed
directly or indirectly due to airport operations.

2,019

Brisbane Airport
Corporation
Aviation

724

3,036
Other transport
Retail

1,741

10,521
Government

695

Other services, training
and research
Note: Includes full-time on-site contractors and workers
Source: Brisbane Airport Corporation

A ‘core and satellite’ approach
Estimating the size of these broader activities at airport precincts is particularly challenging,
especially across such a large and diverse sector.
The focus of the industry survey conducted for this study was to ‘unpack’ the size and
dimensions of central facility operations across the airport sector (as well as gauging
industry perspectives on a range of operational issues and prospects). As such, a different
assessment technique was applied to estimate the overall economic contribution of airport
precincts in their entirety.


Firstly, the relationship between core airport operations and the scope of precinct
activities was examined for representative airports within four tiers of airports (major
airports, major regional airports, regional airports and remote airports). This
stratification reflects the inherent differences across the sector where scale effects for
non-core activities are more prominent in larger facilities (see Figure 3.2).



These representative airports provided a measure of the relativities in employment and
economic activity between their core airport operations and associated precincts (or
satellites). For major airports, which significantly drive the aggregate estimates,
Brisbane Airport was used given it was examined in detail by Deloitte Access Economics
as part of a separate recent study.
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Secondly, each airport was differentiated according to the size of its core operations, as
determined using industry data obtained as part of this study. This determined a
comprehensive measure of overall employment of the precinct for each airport.
Further, to obtain industry-wide value added estimates, a ratio of value added to fulltime employment was applied.

Using this methodology, the total economic contribution of Australia’s airports and their
precincts was estimated for 2011. Total industry value added was estimated to be in the
order of $17.3 billion (this equates to around 1.2% of GDP). Overall employment at airport
sites was estimated to be around 115,200 FTEs (see Table 3.2 below).
Table 3.2: Total economic contribution of Australia’s airports, 2011
Contribution

Employment (FTE)

Value added ($m)

6,865

3,183

Airport precinct

108,291

14,083

Total

115,156

17,266

Core airport operations

Source: Deloitte Access Economics

Some important caveats
It should be noted that the airport precinct contribution estimates are exploratory in
nature, representing a potential order of magnitude for the economic footprint of airports
across the country. The estimates have been based on more limited information and have
not utilised a comprehensive cross-section of primary industry data as was applied to
estimate the economic contribution of the industry’s operational core.
More analysis is required to provide a more conclusive picture of the industry — one which
accurately captures the differences in respective tenancy bases (especially across major
airport facilities). Specific analysis of the indirect or spillover economic effects of airport
precincts, and the nature of the economic linkages to the broader economy, would be a
useful area for further research.

The wider economic gains generated by airports
The contribution estimates presented above provide a ‘snapshot’ picture of the current
economic gains created by the airport industry at a single point in time. The considerable
size and complex range of activities undertaken at airports mean that the impacts created
today may take time to materialise and permeate through the economy.
In fact, over time, as the employment and income gains of those employed at airports, or
those who rely on airport services spread across the economy, the ongoing contribution of
the airport industry can be even higher. The following discussion around the induced and
catalytic impacts represent economic benefits that have a temporal dimension, that is, they
have a time-based pattern of development and as a consequence mat not be apparent in a
snapshot analysis.
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Induced effects
Like other economic activities, the activity generated at airports produces further flow-on
benefits throughout the economy. These induced effects are generated by successive
rounds of spending enabled by the income and employment supported by the airport
industry.
In essence, airport industry employees use their salaries to purchase goods and services
from other businesses in the community. These businesses then make additional purchases
or hire employees which induce further spending across local and national economies. The
successive ripples of spending within the economy mean that induced impacts tend to
manifest incrementally over time, rather than be observed as an immediate stimulus effect.
Catalytic impacts
It is widely recognised that beyond their immediate contributions, the link between airports
and access to air services has helped transform the functioning of the Australian economy
— in effect, strengthening and accelerating trade and social connections across the country
and abroad. The extent to which the existence of airports and the air services they enable
boosts the performance of other industries and indeed the overall economy, are typically
termed ‘catalytic impacts’.
More specifically, catalytic impacts involve a range of positive spillover effects, including:


Global accessibility and trade — One of the most significant advantages of airports is
to facilitate, through delivery of air services, better access to larger markets. The wider
availability and falling price of air transport over the past few decades has assisted in
making trade with distant markets possible for all types of organisations. This can be
seen in rising levels of trade intensity, which now accounts for around 46% of economic
activity in Australia.
International trade is commonly recognised as a key driver of economic growth and
rising living standards. Essentially, trade allows countries to specialise in producing the
goods and services in which they have a comparative advantage in exchange for
products that domestic consumers demand, but are produced more efficiently
elsewhere. The net result is an increase in the overall value of goods and services
available in an economy.



Productivity — By facilitating increased mobility, the airport sector plays a vital role in
supporting other parts of the economy to operate more productively. Mobility is a
predicator of economic activity, as it satisfies the basic need of moving from one
location to another, a need that is shared by passengers, freight and information.
Airports enable organisations to exploit geographical comparative advantages and
promote the development of economies and scale and scope through the access to air
services.
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The use of air services has become exceedingly important in light of the greater
economic integration between national and global markets. Airports provide easier
access to suppliers, staff and customers, particularly over longer distances, increasing
business efficiency and thereby contributing to stronger productivity performance and
economic growth.
The application of FIFO charters highlights the way in which the airport sector, in
conjunction with airline operators have effectively supported new productive resource
developments across the country.


Inward investment — Airports have become a part of multi-modal transport hubs. As
road and rail links to airports improve, airports with large areas of available adjacent
land are able to capitalise and develop as national or regional centres of logistics.
This has been supported by the growth in airfreight, where manufacturers of highvalue, low-density products trade-off the savings in inventory costs for costs of using air
travel more frequently. Products such as fashion garments and perishable goods are
increasingly using air travel as the preferred transport mode (see Section 3.2). This
trend has translated into a greater number of freight-forwarding firms basing
operations at airports or in proximity to them.



Tourism — Airport services facilitate passenger entry and exit to the area, generating
income and employment in the Australian tourism industry and related sectors of the
economy. Segments of the tourism industry in which airports and air travel are of
particular significance include: mass tourism, short domestic breaks, conventions and
exhibitions and long haul tourism.
Expenditure by tourists can form a major part of the economic impact attributable, at
least in part, to the existence of an airport (see Section 3.2 for further discussion).



Commercial activity — Better connections to domestic and international markets have
the potential to attract businesses to locate at or within close proximity to airports.
Those industries that need air services to conduct their operations gain efficiency when
located near airport networks. In addition, sectors with a trade element also benefit
from proximity to airports. These advantages can be seen in the broader ‘off-airport’
precinct around major airport facilities.
Australia’s high-value services composition necessitates the frequent use of air travel to
coordinate with suppliers, and liaise with customers and staff. Air travel enables
organisations to be managed more effectively, by making it easier for executives to visit
subsidiaries or parent companies in another location. In this way, management
expertise can also be transferred across offices. The propensity for collaboration,
innovation and networking is also increased.

Case study 8 on Sydney International Airport demonstrates how airports facilitate domestic
and global accessibility.
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Case study 8: Sydney International Airport, NSW — Connecting with the world economy
Sydney Airport serves as a key gateway in to Australia, with 47 airlines — 37 international, 4
domestic and 6 regional — flying to 99 destinations in Australia and worldwide. It is a significant
hub for international, domestic and regional travel, with approximately 30% of all travel on
regional routes consisting of passengers transferring from other flights.
Sydney Airport is also a hub for other, related activities, and a major employer and contributor to
the State economy, having the highest concentration of economic activity in NSW after the Sydney
CBD. It hosts 25 general aviation operators, and at least 130 organisations involved in freight
activities, including transport companies, handlers and forwarders. The grounds of the airport has
over 200 airport service providers, including fuelling and maintenance of planes, flight catering
and security organisations. There are more than 157 on-airport retailers, of which some operate
more than one outlet, as well as seven hotels in close proximity to Sydney Airport. Approximately
14 car rental and parking operators service the airport, while at least 50 ground transport providers
operate through Sydney Airport.

There are of course rare circumstances when airport operations are interrupted or are
forced to cease temporarily (ie during major incidents, adverse weather conditions, natural
disasters etc). In these cases where aviation or airport services are not available at full
capacity, the economy-wide dependence on airports becomes more apparent.
While the estimation of catalytic impacts would assist in demonstrating how the airport
industry has become increasingly intertwined with national economic development, these
impacts are difficult to quantify with a reasonable degree of confidence and have not been
included in the contribution analysis.
It is for these reasons that traditional input-output economic contribution studies mostly
exclude the quantification of catalytic impacts. Therefore, for the purposes of this study,
the broader contribution of airports are discussed in the proceeding sections in qualitative
terms, supported by on-the-ground case studies from individual airports across Australia.

3.2 Linkages with other sectors of the economy
While many industries have relied on transport networks to effectively operate, the wider
availability and declining costs of aviation as a mode of transportation has served to greatly
increase aeronautical and related services demand in the economy. As the only point of
access to these services, there has been a growing economy-wide reliance on the airport
industry. Indeed it is possible to infer which sectors are ‘airport intensive’ by analysing the
dependence of business operations upon air service accessibility. There are a number of
factors that determine which sectors are more likely to be reliant on airport industry goods
and services. In general terms, some of these factors include:


Industries with a trade element, either through exporting or importing their inputs of
production or goods for sale.



Sectors in which business models necessitate the time-sensitive movement of freight or
people.



Businesses which specialise in high-value market offerings, often needing a greater
degree of physical collaboration between staff, suppliers and consumers.

Varying levels of reliance on aviation and related services has been observed across almost
all parts of the economy. For instance, sectors such as manufacturing and agriculture
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utilise airport networks to import large amounts of goods from international markets. In a
similar way, sectors such as retail and wholesale trade use air services to obtain products
for sale to consumers or other businesses.
However, the key enduring trend has been an escalation in air services use over time.
Specifically, the use of air transportation as an intermediate input to production has
increased by close to 25% from 1999 to 2008 (ABS input-output data). This aligns with the
greater economic integration between Australian and global markets over the same period.
In particular, sectors such as information technology, finance and professional services are
utilising air transport more than ever to effectively manage their now larger and globally
linked businesses.
To approximate the extent of linkages with the airport industry, other sectors in the
economy were classed in terms of four broad groups:


Primary industries — Sectors that are involved in the development and production of
raw materials. These include agriculture and mining.



Secondary industries — Sectors which focus on the development, processing and
construction finished goods. Such industries cover manufacturing, construction and
energy utilities.



Low-value service industries — Sectors that provide services to the general population
and to businesses. Activities associated with this sector include wholesale and retail
trade, transport and distribution, entertainment and tourism.



High-value service industries — Sectors that are based on knowledge-intensive service
offerings, often requiring greater levels of skill, innovation and collaboration to
produce. Examples include creative industries, financial and professional services,
education services and information media and telecommunications.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the different industry groups that depend on access to aviation
services, and subsequently, airports.
Figure 3.3: The various parts of the economy supported by airports

Source: Deloitte Access Economics
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Sectors that are heavily linked to the airport industry
The shift towards high-value services
As countries advance their economic structure also changes — typically moving towards a
more services and knowledge-based orientation. Over the past several decades, the
Australian economy has undergone a high degree of structural change that has seen the
reallocation of resources from low-value added activities to high-value added market
offerings.
In the context of the airport industry, structural changes have dictated which industries are
in greater need of air transport access and where better connections are required to tap
into growth markets. This notion is supported by analysis that indicates high-value services
have been by far the most dominant user of airports, accounting for around 55% of total
industry expenditure on air transport in 2008 (see Chart 3.1). Conversely there has been a
sizable decline in the airport usage of low-value service sectors, with their share of air
transport expenditure falling from 35% in 1999, to 25% in 2008.
Chart 3.1: Air transport use across industries, 1999-2008
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These figures reflect the relatively high level of business travel by those working in the
financial, professional and ICT industries. Typically these sectors target the high-value
services portion of the market and therefore engage in greater amounts of collaboration
with their supplier, production and consumer bases.
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Moreover, air transportation is of particular importance to high-value sectors because of
their focus on information sharing and the promotion of research and development. For
instance, professionals, academics and medical practitioners often keep in touch with the
latest research by attending research seminars to exchange ideas. As a result, the average
spending per employee on air transport by the combined, ICT, finance and professional and
education services sectors is estimated to be five times higher than the average for
Australian service industries as a whole. Case study 9 highlights a unique example of the
way in which airports can facilitate scientific research and progress.
Though it is widely acknowledged that new technologies such as video conferencing will
become more heavily utilised for networking purposes, it is anticipated that air services
demand will not be impacted to any significant degree. It is likely that face-to-face
interactions will still be the preferred means of establishing and maintaining ongoing
relationships.
Chart 3.1 also indicates that while primary and secondary industries have steadily increased
their level of expenditure on aviation services; they have maintained a largely stable share
of total industry use. Importantly, where these industries have increased their dependence
on airports, they have been in emergent knowledge-intensive segments, including in
construction, minerals extraction and logistics.
The parallel shift towards higher value products in relatively mature areas in the Australian
economy is best illustrated by developments in the manufacturing industry. The
globalisation of manufacturing, coupled with higher productivity has meant that supply
chain logistics have increased in significance. Companies are no longer willing to hold large
quantities of unproductive stock, and are instead opting to utilise ‘just-in-time’ inventory
management techniques. The use of air freight as a means of transport is therefore
increasing — especially for high-value, low-weight goods.
Moreover, the relatively high growth in internet shopping by households has also expanded
the demand for light package delivery. In keeping with consumer demand and preference,
these packages are more likely to be distributed via the relatively quick air transportation
sector over other forms of domestic and international transportation.
It is also likely that the level of overall air transport use has further amplified over recent
years, though at different rates between industry groups. For example, higher fuel prices,
combined with weaker economic conditions are likely to have subdued airport demand,
particularly from tourism and recreation industries. Likewise, the recent mining boom has
increased the reliance of primary sectors on air transport as a means of importing FIFO staff
to remote mining sites (discussed further below).
The intrinsic link between tourism and airports
The demand for airport services in low-value service industries has been primarily driven by
the tourism and recreation sector. As an island continent, Australia depends almost
exclusively on air transport to bring international visitors to the country, with about 99% of
inbound tourists arriving in Australia by air. In fact, over the past year, it is estimated that
around 5.9 million inbound international visitors arrived through airports. As a result,
airports play a vital role in the stimulation of the tourism industry and the tourism patterns
in their surrounding areas.
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By improving access to desired destinations, airports support activity in a wide range of
tourism segments including hotels, restaurants, shops, conference and exhibition centres
and visitor attractions. Compounding this is the tendency for international tourists to stay
longer, and spend more than domestic visitors.
The overall impact is that tourists, both international and domestic, contribute significantly
to the national economy and the local communities they visit. In 2012, the tourism industry
is estimated to account for 3.8% of GDP and employ around 400,000 FTE workers, with
some proportion of these economic impacts attributed to airport connections. In addition,
as airports represent the first and last point of contact with a destination, the experience
can have implications on the overall travel experience. Greater connectivity and
accessibility to airports no doubt add to positive traveller experiences in Australia.

Other sectors that are utilising airport networks
The impact of the mining boom on airports
The airport industry has played an instrumental role in opening up Australia’s mineral
resources and connecting mining communities to other parts of the country. This has
assisted in extending the reach of benefits from the mining boom to wider areas of the
economy. Most notably, in the resource rich areas of Western Australia and Queensland,
airports servicing regional mining communities have seen solid increases in passenger
movements over the past five years.
During this time, major domestic carriers have raised their capacity for regional
destinations. For example, Qantas added thousands of new seats to regional Western
Australia, including flights to Geraldton in late 2011. In turn, more regular flights and
investments at these airports have underpinned growth in a range of business, trade and
tourism activities that benefit local communities.
In more remote sites, mining companies have been leveraging airport networks to offer
FIFO employment contracts (see Case study 9). In these areas, often the costs of
establishing permanent communities — that are of a sufficient quality to attract workers
and their families — exceed the costs of airfares and erecting temporary housing on the
work site. In these cases, employers offer FIFO contracts that allow staff to work for a
number of consecutive days, followed by a period of rest.
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Case study 9: FIFO growth driving activity at major regional and regional airports
Karratha Airport, WA: Karratha is the second busiest airport in the state, and is growing
rapidly. Growth in RPT passenger numbers has averaged approximately 17% per annum over the
past five years, well above the Australian average of 5.9% per annum. (BITRE 2011)
The Chamber of Minerals and Energy of Western Australia, has estimated that in 2011, the
resources industry employed approximately 90,000 people, with 52% of those listed on FIFO
rosters. Many of these workers leave Perth or other major cities weekly, and fly to remote airports
such as Karratha before transferring to mining sites. The use of FIFO contracts are increasing, with
airlines taking more passengers between Perth and Karratha than between Perth and Adelaide.
Airport data shows that passenger movements to and from Karratha airport has increased 73%
since the start of the mining boom.
Emerald Airport, Qld: The airport provides both RPT and charters to support the mining boom in
the regional area. Presently, Virgin Australia and QantasLink operate about 60 RPT flights each
week through the airport. In the coming years, this number is expected to increase to 100.
It is estimated that around 60% of movements are from RPT, while the remaining 40% are from
FIFO workers. In order to accommodate the anticipated growth in both mining and RPT traffic, the
Central Highlands Regional Council is considering the development of a stand-alone FIFO terminal
at Emerald Airport. This will allow miners to pass through a separate building and free up existing
terminal space.

In 2010-11, it is estimated that there were around 2.2 million passengers travelling through
Perth Airport due to the resources sector (many of which were FIFO workers). Similar
stories have emerged from regional airports in Queensland serving the mining industry. For
example, around 60% of passengers arriving at Mackay Airport are estimated to be
employed by the mining or related construction sector, or are visiting people who work in
these industries.
Looking forward, passenger movement numbers are expected to continue growing, with
major mining and petroleum companies investing billions of dollars in new and existing
projects in the northwest of Western Australia. Projections from the Western Australian
Chamber of Minerals and Energy indicate that around 40,000 more workers are needed in
the state by early 2013, over 50% of which will be FIFO workers. In addition to this, by
2015, it is expected that close to 90% of the mining workforce in the area will be either FIFO
or require extensive long-distance commuting services.
The duration and strength of the mining boom, has meant that the increased demand for
air transport has put pressure on capacity and existing airport infrastructure around
mineral rich regions. The nature of FIFO travel creates a peak demand period between 5am
and 7.30am each weekday morning. As a result, travellers using RPT services to regional
destinations are faced with congested terminal conditions during this period, which are
exacerbated by high levels of demand for domestic interstate services operating from the
same facilities at the same time.
The Australian Government has recognised the growing importance of airports servicing
the resources sector. For instance, the Commonwealth and Western Australian
Governments have jointly committed around $1 billion for the Gateway Western Australia
Project, aimed at improving the roads around Perth Airport. Any upgrades in regional
aviation and airport infrastructure due to the resources boom will extend the aviation
network available for tourists and businesses.
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Case study 10 highlights how Rockhampton Airport is harnessing the benefits of the mining
boom to boost freight operations.
Case study 10: Rockhampton Airport, Qld — Mining and freight operations
Rockhampton Airport, situated in Central Queensland between Cairns and Brisbane, is ideally
located for freight operations in support of mining communities, particularly in the Bowen Basin
area of Western Queensland. Furthermore, its proximity to major rail junctions and highways
allows for rapid transport to other regional areas.
With the 3rd longest runway in Queensland, Rockhampton Airport is the only airport in Central
Queensland that has both the ability and experience in international passenger and airfreight
operations, including regular Boeing 747 passenger charter and “heavy-lift” freight operations.
This capability provides a vital logistical support function for both mining and military operations
within the Central and Western Queensland regions.

Emergency and military services facilitated by airports
The airport industry also plays a key role in supporting essential services, particularly those
of an emergency or medical nature. A chief example is the Royal Flying Doctor Service
(RFDS), a non-for-profit organisation which offers health care to those people who are
unable to access a hospital or basic general practices due to their extreme geographic
isolation. Currently, the RFDS has over 60 aircraft, operating out of 23 bases in all states
and the Northern Territory.
The RFDS predicates its operations on the availability of airport or airstrip networks in
outback locations throughout Australia. In 2011, the RFDS undertook nearly 76,000 flights,
taking over 80,000 hours and spanning a distance of close to 27 million kilometres. These
services have become of even higher importance in light of the growing number of mining
workers residing in rural parts of Queensland and Western Australia (see Case study 11).
Case study 11: Jandakot Airport, WA — Providing essential services
Jandakot Airport is a base for a range of essential service organisations including, Royal Flying
Doctor Service, Department of Environment and Conservation Forest and Bushfire Patrol, Fire and
Emergency Services Authority of Western Australia emergency helicopter and the Western
Australia Police Air Support.
In addition, as a training facility, the airport contributes to the development of many Australian
and international pilots. Almost 70% of total aircraft movements are flying training. Jandakot
Airport is the training base for pilots for a number of international airlines and training schools.
They include the Royal Aero Club (Inc), China Southern West Australian Flying College and
Singapore Flying College.

The airport industry also contributes to the ongoing protection of national safety. Across
Australia’s network of airports, there are varying degrees of military presence — ranging
from no or minimal military capacity, joint-user civilian and military airports to full military
air bases.
The primary purpose of Defence air bases is to support the generation, sustainment and
deployment of military capability to meet strategic tasking set by the Australian
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Government. There are, however, some cases where individual airports and Defence
combine resources to increase the support available for civilian passengers. Such services
include Defence air traffic control, aviation rescue and fire fighting services. These are best
illustrated at joint-user airports such as in Darwin and Townsville. At these sites, Defence
provides supporting airport infrastructure, such as radar facilities to both military and
civilian users. As part of the recommendations outlined in the Aviation White Paper (2009),
where possible, the Government is moving towards the harmonisation between military
and civil airport management. This is hoped to encourage significant improvements in
efficiency, capacity and safety for all users.
Case study 12 further highlights the contribution of airports as a strategic national resource.
Case study 12: Darwin International Airport, NT — Joint civilian and military operations
Darwin International Airport is a key commercial, military and recreational facility for Northern
Australia. Its location in the north of Australia makes it the closest Australian capital to developing
areas of South-east Asia, including Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines.
From a defence perspective, Darwin International Airport is considered to be a strategic asset, with
Darwin International Airport sharing runways with The Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF). During
WWII, the airport served as a base and refuge for both RAAF and United States Army Air Force
units. More recently, the importance of the airport has been highlighted since the independence of
Timor-Leste.
Its position also makes Darwin International Airport a key staging point for emergency activities. In
times of crisis, victims from South-east Asia may be flown to the airport in order to receive
treatment at The Royal Darwin Hospital. Some examples include treatment of victims of the Bali
Bombings in 2005 and the Indian Ocean Boxing Day Tsunami in 2003. The Northern Territory
Aerial Medical Service (NTAMS) also operates from Darwin International Airport, providing
medical advice and assistance to people in remote areas of the Top End as well as off-shore. In
2008 alone, the NTAMS (operated by CareFlight) conducted over 1,300 medical flights.

3.3 Social contribution of Australia’s airport
network
The social benefits of airports are typically considered to be substantial and widespread,
complementing their associated economic contributions. The social contribution of the
airport industry is, however, more difficult to quantify as it often represents non-market
activities that provide intangible welfare gains to users. At a fundamental level, airports
fulfil the basic social function of connecting individuals, families and communities with the
rest of country and indeed the world. They also play an important role in offsetting the
geographical disadvantages of living in remote parts of Australia.

Key social benefits facilitated by the airport industry
The key social contribution of airports is the promotion of national social cohesion. One of
the cornerstones of modern day culture has been the proliferation of the tourism and
recreation industry. Accordingly, the ability to undertake holiday travel has become a
relevant quality of life indicator. A number of factors such as rising disposable incomes,
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falling costs and the widespread availability of air transport have meant that the number of
Australians taking holidays (both domestically and overseas) has increased. Notably, the
number of residents travelling internationally has increased from 2.1 million in 1990, to
around 6.8 million in 2011. In per capita terms, this was the equivalent of 12 overseas trips
per 100 residents and 31 overseas trips per 100 residents over the same period.
The considerable multicultural aspects of Australian society, coupled with growing global
social mobility, has increased the significance of the linking function that airports and air
services more broadly facilitate. It is estimated that around 5.7 million residents, or close
to a quarter of Australia’s population was born overseas. These residents often have
extended families living abroad and, to keep in touch, value the services the airport
industry provides more highly.
This is further supported by ABS outbound travel data that indicates around 23% of shortterm overseas travel was undertaken to visit family and relatives (Chart 3.2).
Chart 3.2: Main reasons for outbound travel, 2011
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Case study 13 illustrates the linking function of airports between Tasmania and mainland
Australia.
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Case study 13: Launceston Airport, Tas — Connecting regions
Launceston Airport is the second busiest airport in Tasmania for passengers and provides the
main aviation hub for Northern Tasmania. Located close to the Launceston CBD the airport is a
key component of Tasmania’s infrastructure providing access to national and international
markets for both tourism and business.
Launceston Airport is a key driver in securing and sustaining employment, development and other
services. It assists in maintaining the community’s liveability and is important for the
productivity, profitability and investment in the region.
Launceston Airport provides significant direct and indirect employment opportunities to a range
of aeronautical and related businesses and the capital employment provided by the airport
represents a significant stimulation to the Tasmanian economy.
Launceston Airport’s engagement with the community benefits a range of local charitable causes
and cultural activities including sponsorship of the Glover Prize, one of Australia’s premier
landscape art awards.

Similarly, overseas workers comprise an important source of labour in the Australian
economy, particularly in light of population ageing pressures and shortages of skilled labour
in key areas. The ongoing attraction and retention of these workers will be influenced by
the ease and cost of travelling to Australia and the availability of routes and airport
networks that better link workers to their native countries.
Regional development and social inclusion
One of the long term features of Australia’s economic modernisation has been high
urbanisation — one of the highest rates among advanced economies. Given this population
distribution and the size of the Australian continent, the connectivity function of airports is
crucial to retain physical links with regional communities. In these cases, airports promote
social and economic inclusion, by enabling communities to participate and gain from the
growing Australian and world economies.
Importantly, these benefits apply both to regional communities themselves and residents
of major cities — for instance, allowing city-based residents to visit family or friends in the
country. Indeed, more recently, this linkage has become a crucial element of securing the
economic gains from the resources boom, allowing workers to travel to remote project
sites on a rostered basis.
In remote areas, airports can have little broader industry profile yet provide vital services to
their communities. These include facilitating mail and time-sensitive freight deliveries,
Royal Flying Doctor, CareFlight and other emergency services and specialised charter
operations — often to bring in workers for local industries (see Case study 14).
Further, they provide wider connectivity benefits to tourists and the travelling public, for
instance allowing critical medical evacuations by air. The points are reinforced by research
into the AAA’s regional, rural and remote airport members that found the access to
emergency services that airports facilitate create the most valued contributions to
surrounding communities (Chart 3.3).
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Case study 14: Gove Aerodrome, NT — Reducing social isolation
Gove Aerodrome is located 15km from the township of Nhulunbuy, on the western tip of the Gulf
of Carpentaria and 700km east of Darwin. It is considered the hub of east Arnhemland, having a
hospital, education, health care services, building and maintenance services and retail.
During the wet season between December and May each year, Nhulunbuy, along with about 80
other communities within Arnhemland, are inaccessible by road. For residents of these
communities, aircraft become a vital lifeline, providing access to hospital needs, food, supplies, as
well as allowing travel between communities. A CareFlight base at the Gove Aerodrome operates
aeromedical services for the Northern Territory Department of Health, ensuring that medical care
can be provided for those who would otherwise be unable to access it.
Six aircraft charter companies operate out of Gove Aerodrome, providing services to communities
around Arnhemland on a daily basis. These services are used as a ‘bush taxi service’, enabling
people to get from one community to another, and are highly utilised; there are over 20,000
aircraft movements of this type from the airport each year, equating to approximately one
movement every ten minutes in twelve hours of daylight. The lack of a RPT service between Gove
and other remote communities as these come at considerable cost because these flights must be
chartered.

Chart 3.3: Key social contributions to the local economy
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As regional economies grow, their airports and supporting infrastructure facilities develop.
Resultantly, the local communities who rely on transport links and businesses which use the
infrastructure built for airport connectivity also benefit. The vast amounts of available land
in expanding rural and country areas of Australia have paved the way for a number of new
airstrips and airports.
In addition, there are cases where existing farming and industrial land is being rezoned to
allow for a wider range of aviation services (see Case study 15). Special use zoning
permissions enable smaller aerodromes to expand operations, both in terms of airport
infrastructure and aviation activity, and also associated uses such as retail, education
services and accommodation.
Case study 15: Lethbridge Airport, Vic — An emerging regional role
The rezoning of Lethbridge Airport in 2011 has established the facility as an aeronautical hub. Its
ideal location between Colac and Ballarat, and low surrounding population density, means the
airport has been important in supporting air services across regional Victoria. The airport currently
has two runways, which services around 11,500 aircraft movements each year. Lethbridge Airport
also includes two flying schools and accommodates 60 aircraft stored in hangars on site.
The zoning amendment has allowed for the development of a vibrant commercial site.
Management is considering expanding the airport to incorporate provisions for further pilot
training, hospitality and accommodation services. These facilities are hoped to provide a range of
employment opportunities, support community functions on airport grounds and build fire fighting
capacity for the Country Fire Authority. Indeed Lethbridge Airport is within several kilometres of
the Brisbane Ranges and Otway Ranges where there have been recent bushfires.
Going forward, it is hoped that Lethbridge Airport will stimulate greater tourism activity in the
region. Already, connections between Avalon and Lethbridge Airport have increased the number of
people visiting the local community on route to the nearby 12 Apostles and the Moorabool Valley
Wine Region.

Skilling the aviation industry
The aviation industry requires a highly skilled and diverse workforce. Consisting of nearly
56,500 air transport jobs, the aviation industry supports activity at airports and air service
dependent sectors. By nature the industry is heavily reliant on technical occupations such
as pilots, air traffic controllers, aircraft engineers and IT professionals. The development of
a sufficient number of skilled workers is critical to ensuring the industry’s continued
strategic role in the Australian economy.
The training arrangements are sometimes complex as aviation skills development is
pursued at a number of levels by industry, through higher education, and through
vocational education and training. In the past, the aviation industry has seen poor
recruitment numbers, barriers associated with education funding and limited access to
practical training facilities.
In addition, the civilian and military components of the aviation industry have operated
largely independently, with the transfer of skills and personnel between these groups
hindered by the absence of an integrated training system. The aviation training package
approved in 2008 sought to align the competency requirements of Defence and Air Services
Australia.
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The role of airports in aviation training
Australia has several innate advantages in the global aviation and training market. The
country’s regional airports in particular have been well placed to benefit from these
advantages. The vast landscape of the Australian continent has allowed the expansion of
training facilities across many major regional and regional airports.
Regional airports such as Wagga Wagga and Tamworth have been able to provide flexible
training facilities that do not conflict with the flight paths of capital city airports, while
minimising the noise impacts in densely populated areas (see Case study 16). In addition,
the relatively safe flying weather throughout the year offers attractive conditions for new
pilots.
For more advanced aviation training and career development, Australia’s capital cities and
key regional centres provide opportunities to access modern international airports,
sophisticated engineering and air traffic management facilities.
Case study 16: Regional airports — Aviation education and training hubs
Wagga Wagga Airport, NSW: In 2009, the Australian Airline Pilot Academy (AAPA) relocated to
Wagga Wagga Airport. AAPA provides a 32 week full-time course for ab-initio trainee pilots, to
meet the current and future demand for Rex pilots, as well as development courses for current
Regional Express pilots. In 2011 AAPA commenced training international students, offering
Multi Crew Pilot Licence (MCPL) training for UAE trainee pilots.
AAPA’s training programme is residential, with world class equipment and facilities, and
boasting a fleet of 20 new Piper aircraft and 3 flight simulators. The total capital outlay on these
facilities over 2009-2014 is expected to exceed $25 million, representing a significant
investment in the regional economy and in particular aviation training.
Other vocational and tertiary intuitions in Wagga Wagga provide aviation related training
programs. These include the National Aerospace Training Centre of Excellence, providing
technical trades training to recruits at RAAF Base Wagga Wagga, and TAFE NSW Riverina
Institute providing training in Wagga Wagga for Airservices Australia trainees through their
Diploma of Engineering, Electronics and Communications. Wagga Airport has also been active
in developing aviation training through their collaboration with TAFE Riverina NSW Institute, the
Transport & Logistics Industry Skills Council, Queensland Airports Ltd and the Australian Flexible
Learning Framework
Tamworth Regional Airport, NSW: The airport is host to BAE Systems Flight Training Australia,
which conducts flight screening and the first stage of flight training for all Australian Defence
Force pilots.




It also has flight screening contracts with the Republic of Singapore Airforce and the Royal
Brunei Airports, under which it provides facilities and aircraft. The training facility caters for
over 200 students at any given point in time.
Tamworth Regional Airport also hosts training courses in aircraft mechanics and
engineering through the Australasian Pacific Aeronautical College (APAC), as well as
QantasLink’s heavy maintenance base for Dash-8 aircraft.

Airports have also been involved in partnerships with both private and public sector parties
to promote the attractiveness of aviation as a career path. For example, Newcastle Airport
has attempted to target grass root interest by opening up airport grounds to local high
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school students as part of their ‘Aviation Careers Day’. More information on Newcastle
Airport’s Community Engagement Program is outlined in Case Study 17.
In addition, to meet training challenges in the airport industry, the AAA and the Transport
Logistics Industry Skills Council are coordinating the roll out a national training plan aimed
at training Work Safety Officers and Aerodrome Reporting Officers. This program has
received encouraging support across the industry with more than 100 candidates set to
undergo the training.
Case study 17: Newcastle Airport, NSW — More than a military hub
Newcastle Airport, located on a 28 hectare portion of, and sharing runways with, RAAF Base
Williamtown, is a prime example of an airport itself serving as an attraction.
In 2010, RAAF Base Williamtown hosted the Defence Force Air Show, attracting more than
55,000 visitors. By collaborating with the RAAF, Newcastle Airport was able to maintain normal
services while significantly boosting traffic, with over ten thousand passengers passing through
Newcastle Airport over the air show weekend alone. This provided a significant boost to the
region’s economy.
Further, Newcastle Airport hosts the Newcastle Airport Schools Program, aiming to educate
local children on the operations of an airport through in-class presentations and behind-thescenes tours. The program is highly successful, being fully booked with over 3,300 students
taking part, and positive feedback from students and teachers.
Newcastle Airport is also a significant sponsor of local community events. Proceeds from the
Airport’s charity golf day, as well as its allocated philanthropic funds, are distributed to the
Hunter Breast Cancer Foundation to assist in the provision of grassroots support to the 650
men and women who undergo breast cancer surgery in the Hunter region every year. Newcastle
Airport is also the major sponsor of the Inspiration Children’s Season, which brings live theatre
to local children in the Hunter region.

Airports as corporate citizens
The role of airports in generating economic activity in the regions they serve has been well
documented thus far. However, it is also accepted that airport operations can lead to some
adverse environmental and social impacts. In light of this, airports are increasingly focusing
on concepts of corporate social responsibility.
Given the long term nature of their large transport and commercial infrastructure base,
airports have been better prepared to incorporate sustainability considerations in their
forward planning decisions (see Case study 18).
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Case study 18: Adelaide Airport, SA — Environmental sustainability
As operators of the Adelaide Airport, Adelaide Airport Limited (AAL) outline their commitment
to managing and developing the airport in a sustainable manner in regular Sustainability
Policies.
As part of the commitment to sustainable development the AAL undertakes a range of
activities.



The AAL promotes a culture of sustainability amongst its customers, partners, tenants,
contractors and suppliers. For example AAL encourages companies who operate within the
airport to reduce their environmental impact and monitors the results through regular
audits and education.



The AAL is focused on promoting a greener airport. AAL monitors the amount of electricity
consumed, and is reducing electricity usage by fitting areas with energy efficient lighting,
improving building management and purchasing electricity from renewable sources.



Adelaide Airport is located within the Patawalonga catchment area, which was once a
wetland area known as The Reedbeds. AAL has invested significant resources to restore
and rehabilitate the area.



Adelaide Airport recycles paper and cardboard, printer cartridges, waste oil, batteries, drink
containers, construction waste and green waste. AAL is endeavouring to increase the reuse of recycling waste generated by passengers visiting the terminal.



The roof of the terminal has been installed with one of Australia’s largest solar systems.
The power that is generated by this system is used to power the building.

Through its environmental sustainable activities and regular consultations with the local
community the airport is fulfilling its role as a positive member of the wider community.

Some of the most frequently cited costs of airports allude to the impact of the aviation
industry on local noise, the implications for pollution and the road-side congestion around
airports. In addition, the airports which are most attractive to airlines tend to be those
which are closest to major centres of population and business — these same airports are
more susceptible to environmental and social costs.
Where possible, airports have sought participation from communities and relevant
stakeholders to form strategies that enhance the benefits of airports, while minimising any
adverse impositions (see Case study 19). Across Australia, capital city and larger regional
airports in particular have made investments and operational changes in the following
areas:


Airport companies have supported aeronautical research and development, especially
in creating environmental management systems.



Most Australian airports have outlined and implemented environmental control and
mitigation programs.



Some airports have made substantial investments to adjust aircraft arrival and
departure routes to avoid flying over neighbouring communities.



Airports have assisted the development of public transport links in the surrounding
region, benefiting those who use ground transport to move around the community.

As part of their wider community engagement programs, airports often facilitate or directly
fund a number of regional cultural, sporting and charity events. For example in 2011,
Brisbane Airport Corporation contributed more than $800,000 through their community
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charity and social initiatives. Brisbane Airport Corporation also donated $250,000 to the
Premier’s Disaster Relief Appeal for flood victims in Queensland. Similarly the incomes
generated at many regional airports, run by local councils are used to sustain and support
ongoing community prosperity in the areas of tourism, business investment and aviation
education.
Case study 19: Mount Gambier Airport, SA —Community engagement
Through forward planning and a mutual understanding of the strategic importance of airports
to the community, Mount Gambier Airport management, together with the District Council of
Grant, have focused on the outcomes of residents and businesses.
In the last twelve months, Airport management have been committed to increasing awareness
of the important role that airports have in the community by implementing a series of strategic
actions including:



Actively assisting smaller airports with regulatory compliance, services delivered to smaller
airports include Independent Transport Security Program (TSP) audits as required by
federal legislation and Safety Management Systems reviews;



Utilising the ideas and systems in place in capital city airports and altering these to suit a
regional airport environment, including the introduction of Flight Information Display
Screens and the addition of queue lane markers;



Playing a more active role in the community by attending or hosting community and
corporate events; and



Fostering better communication between airport tenants creating a family like atmosphere.

The outcomes of the strategies and policies of the airport management are beginning be
realised. There is an expectation of a period of strong growth over the next 12 to 24 months, in
the airport in several areas.

Indeed, the environmental and social implications have the potential to increase pressures
to restrict air traffic growth. However, in light of the key economic and social benefits
created by airports, this could involve substantial costs to the broader community.
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4 Future growth in airport traffic
The ongoing development of Australia’s airport network is clearly an integral aspect of
national economic performance. The expected medium to long term growth in airport
traffic provides a sense of the overall prospects for the sector and the demands which are
likely to be placed on air and land side facilities.
This chapter provides forecasts of the expected growth in airport traffic in major capital city
and regional airports throughout Australia. These forecasts provide a high level overview of
expected growth in passenger, aircraft and freight movements over the period to 2025 and
highlight that significant growth is expected for the sector over the coming decade.
The forecasts developed here should be seen as ‘business as usual’ projections in that they
assume that passenger growth will be based on current forecasts of GDP and population
growth and exchange rates and historical trends in the determinants of air travel.
Naturally, unexpected events such as mining booms, major sporting events, disease
outbreaks, airline collapses or broader changes in technology can lead to significant
fluctuations in passenger demand.
This chapter sets out the key drivers of airport traffic growth and provides an overview of
the modelling approach and forecast trends in passenger movements, aircraft movements
and freight tonnage over time. Forecasts are provided for two groups of airports:


International and capital city airports.



Regional airports (based on 16 selected regional airports).

The list of airports used to develop the forecasts for these two groups is provided in Table
4.1 below. These airports represent a comprehensive cross-section of Australia’s airport
sector. Importantly they cover all major and capital city airports and key regional facilities
which service a diversity of industries including tourism, mining and agriculture.
Table 4.1: Airports for which forecasts were developed
International and capital city
airports

Regional airports

Adelaide

Albury (NSW)

Karratha (WA)

Brisbane
Canberra
Cairns

Alice Springs (NT)
Ayers Rock (NT)
Broome (WA)

Launceston (Tas)
Sunshine Coast (Qld)
Newcastle (NSW)

Darwin
Hobart

Coffs Harbour (NSW)
Dubbo (NSW)

Port Macquarie (NSW)
Ballina (NSW)

Melbourne

Devonport (Tas)

Gold Coast
Perth
Sydney

Hamilton Island (Qld)
Hervey Bay (Qld)
Kalgoorlie (WA)

Source: Deloitte Access Economics
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4.1 Overarching drivers and trends
There are a number of drivers and trends that are likely to impact the growth of passenger,
aircraft and freight movements on particular routes going forward. The factors affecting
domestic passenger growth are likely to be slightly different to those factors influencing the
factors affecting international passenger growth, so the two are (as discussed separately
below).

Factors influencing domestic passenger growth
At the domestic level, the main factors which influence passenger growth along a particular
route are:


Gross state product (GSP) growth for cities along the route.



The income elasticity of demand for travellers along the route (this is dependent on the
proportion of different types of travellers on a route, for example a higher proportion
of business travellers along a route reduces the income elasticity of demand which
means that a change in GSP growth has a smaller impact on passenger volumes).



Population growth rates in both states along the route.

However, a number of other factors can also influence growth in passenger numbers
including changes to airfares, oil price movements, airline collapses and factors such as a
mining boom and the growth of low cost carriers.
In addition to demand side factors, capacity constraints can also influence potential
passenger growth either directly or indirectly through changing the price and convenience
of flying. In particular, capacity constraints can limit growth in aircraft movements as
airlines utilise bigger aircraft or increase load factors.

Factors influencing international passenger growth
At the international level, there are a number of factors that influence growth in passenger
movements including:


GDP and population growth rates in source countries.



Income elasticity on particular routes (which will be influenced by the proportion of
visitors who travel for business, leisure or visiting friends and relatives).



Australian and state economic output (GDP and GSP) and respective population growth
rates which among other things will influence the number of Australian residents
departing overseas.



Exchange rate elasticity (which will vary for different types of traveller) and the
expected path of exchange rates.

Other factors which can influence international passenger levels include changes in tourism
preferences, changes in airfares and oil prices and changes in the source countries of
tourists arriving in Australia.
Another factor which is likely to influence future international passenger growth is the
ability of airports to attract low cost international carriers. For example, Air Asia X currently
services Sydney, Melbourne, Perth and the Gold Coast while another carrier, Scoot, has
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recently commenced services to Sydney and the Gold Coast. Those airports which can
attract new carriers are likely to experience higher growth in both international and
domestic passenger movements as international tourists seek to travel around Australia.
The growth of low cost carriers has not been specifically factored into the forecasts but is
likely to be an important factor influencing international passenger movements over the
next decade.
Finally, over the forecast period growth in international aircraft movements is not expected
to be as large as growth in passenger movements due to the trend towards increasing
aircraft sizes. Strong competition among international airlines including low cost carriers is
also likely to keep load factors relatively high.

4.2 Overview of the modelling approach
The following section sets out the modelling approach used in developing the forecasts.
Further technical details on how the forecasts were derived are provided in Appendix B.

Data used
The starting point for the forecasts was historical aviation data from BITRE on passenger
and aircraft movements on major domestic and all international routes over time. In
addition, data from the ACCC Monitoring Reports on major airports was used to estimate
total aircraft and passenger movements at particular airports over time. Historical data and
forecasts of future economic growth in source countries were obtained from the IMF World
Economic Outlook statistics and Consensus Economics, while estimates of population
growth were obtained from the IMF.
Data from Consensus Economics and Deloitte Access Economics was also used to estimate
exchange rates and forecasts of future domestic GDP, GSP and population growth rates.
Further information on the specific data sources used to develop the forecasts is provided
in Appendix B.

Forecasting approach
The airport traffic forecasts are largely underpinned by central forecasts of passenger
movements. The factors outlined in the previous section were used to derive the growth
forecasts for domestic and international passenger movements.
A special adjustment was also made to the model to cater for the expected impact of the
mining boom, by applying an additional growth factor for routes between Perth and major
mining centres in Western Australia over the next five years. While some of the impact of
the mining boom will be captured through the higher forecast GSP growth rates for
resource intensive states, this adjustment helps capture the likely increase in FIFO
employment on particular routes.
Forecasts of passenger movements are then used to estimate the number of seats and
aircraft movements on particular routes by factoring in expected load factors and seats per
movement in the future. Seats per movement were assumed to increase by 2% per annum
for domestic routes and 1% per annum for international routes based on historical trends in
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the growth in aircraft sizes (the rationale behind this assumption is discussed further in
Appendix B).
The growth in aircraft movements is then used to estimate the growth in freight tonnage
over the forecast period assuming that the amount of tonnage per aircraft movement
remains constant over the forecast period for most routes.
It is emphasised that these forecasts are based on ‘business as usual’ conditions and thus
assume that capacity at individual airports will continue to meet demand. In reality, some
airports may experience capacity constraints over the period to 2025 which may limit
growth. On the other hand, substantial expansion of capacity may lead to growth
significantly exceeding forecasts for particular airports.

4.3 Airport traffic projections
The forecasts of growth in passenger, aircraft and freight movements for international and
capital city airports and the 16 selected regional airports shown in Table 4.1 are provided
below. The forecasts indicate that both international and capital city airports and regional
airports are expected to experience solid growth in passenger and aircraft movements over
the period to 2025.

Passenger movements at international and capital city airports
Chart 4.1 shows the forecast growth in domestic and international passenger movements
at major international and capital city airports over the period to 2025. International
passenger movements at major international and capital city airports are projected to grow
on average by 4.3% per annum over the period to 2025 while domestic passenger
movements are projected to grow on average by 3.3% per annum.
These figures indicate that solid growth in passenger movements is projected for the major
airports over the period to 2025 which slightly stronger growth projected in international
passenger movements compared to domestic passenger movements.
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Chart 4.1: Passenger movements at international and capital city airports
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Passenger movements at regional airports
Chart 4.2 shows the overall projected growth in passenger movements at the 16 selected
regional airports over the period to 2025. From 2011 to 2025, regional passenger
movements at the selected airports are projected to grow on average by 3.3% per annum.
While the chart below indicates that future growth appears to be fairly uniform, this is
some variation in growth rates between years which is not readily apparent in Chart 4.2,
with the minimum and maximum annual growth rates being 2.9% and 3.7% respectively
over the period. Growth rates at individual airports are projected to vary considerably
more.
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Chart 4.2: Passenger movements at selected regional airports
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Aircraft movements
The trend in aircraft movements over the forecast period is predicted to closely align with
the distribution of forecast passenger movement growth across major capital city and
regional airports, although aircraft movements are assumed to grow at a slower rate due to
increasing aircraft sizes.
As a result, total aircraft movements are projected to grow by 1.9% per annum on average
over the period to 2025 at major airports and 1.7% per annum at regional airports. The
growth in international aircraft movements is projected to be stronger than domestic
aircraft movements, reflecting higher projected growth in international passenger levels.

Freight tonnage at international and capital city airports
The international and capital city airports are responsible for transporting the vast majority
of international and domestic airfreight in Australia. These airports were responsible for
transporting almost all international freight into and out of Australia in 2011 (with the
exception of a small amount of freight movements at Norfolk Island) and the vast majority
of domestic freight.
While there is limited data available on domestic freight movements for individual domestic
airports, some data on domestic freight movements is available for the five major capital
city airports from the BITRE Domestic Airline Activity Annual 2011. Together, these five
airports accounted for around 86% of total domestic freight movements in Australia (BITRE
Domestic Airline Activity Annual 2011).
Chart 4.3 shows the expected path of domestic and international freight movements for
international and capital city airports over the period to 2025. From 2011 to 2025, total
freight movements are projected to grow at an annual average growth rate of 2.9% per
annum at international and capital city airports.
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Chart 4.3: Freight movements at international and capital city airports
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5 Strategic implications
Australia’s extensive network of airports comprises an important part of the economy,
forming a crucial input into a wide range of business and social activities. As such, the
sector’s ongoing operational performance, investment plans and responsiveness will have
implications across many areas of the economy, especially those most heavily reliant on air
transportation.
There are many challenges facing the industry over the next decade or so, especially in the
context of a strong currency, areas of weakness in the domestic tourism market and strong
demand for air services from the rapidly growing resources sector.

5.1 Macroeconomic outlook
The Australian economy has performed well in aggregate over recent years compared to
other advanced economies. Chart 5.1 below shows projected real and nominal output
growth in Australia through to 2015-16. It shows the Australian economy growing at or
close to trend over coming years, despite global headwinds in the near term.
However, there is considerable variation across both industries and geographic regions.
Growth is very strong in the resources sector and this is expected to continue for some
time. Accordingly, as has been the trend for some time, states which have large mining and
gas sectors such as Western Australia and Queensland are continuing to perform strongly.
On the other hand, other non-mining trade exposed sectors such as manufacturing and —
more critically to airports — tourism continue to have weaker performance. This is being
reflected in the comparative performance of those states more heavily weighted to these
parts of the economy such as Victoria. Crucially, this ‘patchwork’ economic environment is
expected to be challenging for some time. Figure 5.1 shows the dichotomy between
investment activity and employment on both sides of the resources sector (or the
‘Brisbane line’).
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Chart 5.1: Australian real and nominal output growth
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Figure 5.1: The skewing of Australian investment
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Currency effects
While the high dollar is making Australia a comparatively more expensive destination for
international visitors, it also makes overseas destinations more attractive for domestic
holiday makers. Capital city airports which act as international gateways thus have a
natural hedge against these currency effects through their exposure to both the inbound
and outbound tourism markets. The benefits of this can be seen through outbound
passenger growth, which is also being facilitated by additional capacity provided by Low
Cost Carriers on overseas leisure routes.
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Australia’s regional airports are not similarly exposed to currency effects, at least not in a
direct sense. Certainly the impact of the dollar on fuel prices and its role in influencing
many Australians to holiday abroad rather than domestically will feed into demand for
regional airport services.

China and Asian growth
Looking forward, the sector is well-placed to take advantage of the considerable
opportunities presented by the rapid industrialisation of systemically large Asian
economies, predominantly China. This has two significant components.
Firstly, the unprecedented pipeline of resource investment which is being underpinned by
strong demand for energy and mineral resources will benefit the sector. Many regional
airports and some major airports (predominantly, Perth, Brisbane and the Gold Coast
airports) are likely to have significant growth potential on the back of widespread use of
FIFO worker arrangements by resources companies.
Simply by virtue of their pre-existing proximity to mining centres, some airports will be
‘accidental winners’ from the resources-led increase in service activity. However, this is not
to downplay the role of the sector in effectively capturing the gains. Many (especially
smaller) airports are actively expanding capacity and infrastructure to cater for the
expected long term increase in mining related activity. Some of these expansions are being
funded by resources companies either wholly through their direct ownership of airports or
partially through contribution arrangements with local governments.
Secondly, and more broadly, the rise of the Chinese middle class will essentially underwrite
growth in Asian consumer demand. This will importantly include demand for high-value
services where Australia is internationally competitive, notably tourism and education
services. Growth in both of these sectors will involve higher levels of air traffic which will
likely benefit the airport sector going forward. Already China is Australia’s fastest growing
overseas tourism market and the long term nature of the remarkable transformation in
China’s economy is set to provide additional opportunities for some time ahead. That said,
Chinese tourists and business travellers may be more focused on city destinations than
other overseas tourist markets.

5.2 Exposure to airline related risks
The demand for airport services depends on the level of aircraft movements, which is
subsequently driven by passenger demand for air transport. In this way, airport demand is
effectively ‘derived’ from these other markets and will thus be heavily influenced by their
respective developments. A fundamental implication of this relationship is that while
airports often command some market power, they are far from riskless investments.
Airlines are particularly volatile businesses being exposed to a range of largely
uncontrollable risks such as terrorism, pandemics and natural disasters. Each of these risks
have materialised at some time over the last decade having a disruptive impact on the
international tourism market.
In addition, a key component of an airline’s cost base is fuel which can fluctuate
dramatically. While major airlines tend to have robust hedging strategies to manage short
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to medium term fuel costs, price increases in the longer term are typically to be passed on
to customers through explicit surcharges which increase the costs of air travel and reduce
demand.
Importantly, significant variability in airline cost structures and attendant changes in
demand can strain airport operating flexibility, especially when they are running close to
capacity. Given their capital intensity and large sunk costs, airports typically find it difficult
to accommodate high levels of demand variability.
Further, unlike many other infrastructure sectors, final demand from airlines is not
underpinned by long term contractual commitments and, accordingly, airports must bear
substantial demand risk. This can impede forward investment decisions on infrastructure
and terminal facilities.
The upshot of these factors is that, as strong complements, what is good for airlines tends
to be good for airports. Even in the sensitive area of airport user chargers, it should be
recognised that both sectors share a common long term interest in the continued viability
of Australia’s air transport system.

5.3 Technology issues
As with other industries, advances in technology will affect airports’ cost structures and
business models over time.
At terminal facilities, check-in kiosks and online/mobile boarding passes have changed the
way that passenger processing is undertaken and reduced labour costs. Further, increases
in security and screening technologies at airports also impact on overall costs. While many
of these types of changes are funded or co-funded by airlines or government, airports
themselves have much at stake due to the effects on the overall passenger experience. For
instance, streamlined and hassle-free processing can have a positive flow-on effect to
higher levels of non-aeronautical revenues.
The development of aircraft technology will also affect airports. The trend towards larger
and more fuel-efficient planes will impact on the ability of airports to cater for a larger
number of arrivals at a single time; and, as was the case of with the introduction of the
A380, may require some infrastructure and runway changes.
For regional airports, the development of modern turboprop aircraft which are larger (most
are over 50 seats), pressurised and more fuel efficient is also having an effect on the
delivery of air services. As noted above, there has been a shift towards greater hubbing of
regional air routes. Certainly some regional centres (eg Wagga Wagga Airport) have
experienced strong growth in utilisation over recent years as they have developed into key
regional hubs — particularly on the back of growth in mining and agricultural services.
Modern turboprops are being increasingly deployed on regional routes (many are replacing
older fleet aircraft). Importantly, to ensure these aircraft are maximally utilised, a regional
hub-and-spoke model in regional Australia is likely to become further entrenched. Given
their size and weight, these aircraft will also have longer term impacts on the infrastructure
and maintenance requirements for affected regional airports.
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While advances in technology can present challenges for airports, they are good for the
sector. Ultimately they are directed at improving the overall quality of a passenger’s
journey and delivering operational efficiencies (including across the airport network) which
exert downward pressure on the costs of travel.

5.4 Development costs
There is substantial development activity occurring across Australia’s airports (as illustrated
in Case study 20). This is also highlighted by findings from the Productivity Commission’s
Inquiry into the Economic Regulation of Airport Services (2011). The Productivity
Commission asserts that since 2002, infrastructure investments in the airport sector have
increased by around $9 billion. This is not particularly surprising given the size of the
airport network, the value of installed capital and the need to meet additional capacity and
increased customer expectations.
The costs of establishing major works in the airport sector and more broadly across the
economy have been increasing. This is being primarily driven by rising construction costs
and shortages of skilled labour.
Cost over-runs and slippage of development schedules represent substantial risks to airport
projects, especially given the considerable scale of investment. A further factor is that
airport infrastructure, whether terminal facilities or runway works, are among the most
expensive forms of commercial and civil construction. For example, industry evidence
suggests that terminal facilities can have unit costs up to three to five times that of other
commercial construction — principally due to increased technology requirements and the
need to integrate a greater range of associated services.
Case study 20: Melbourne Airport — Infrastructure investments
Melbourne Airport has been making significant investments to support its ongoing growth and
upgrade its infrastructure and will spend more than one billion dollars over the next five years on
its capital program.
Melbourne Airport recently completed the expansion of its international terminal departures area,
valued at $330 million. This included the opening of a new retail area featuring speciality stores and
food and beverage outlets that reflect Melbourne’s reputation as a destination for shopping and
unique dining experiences. The expansion project also included 24 new check-in counters, a new
state of the art ‘smart’ outbound baggage sortation system, two new gates and upgrades to
aerobridges to extend the range of aircraft able to use the gates to include A380s.
The upgrading of the international arrivals area included two new baggage carousels and an
expansion of the secondary examination area space for border agencies to streamline the arrivals
process.
Melbourne Airport’s $55 million runway overlay maintenance project included the resurfacing of
both runways to continue to provide optimum safety conditions for airline customers and
passengers.
A new $26 million freeway overpass is being constructed to improve traffic flow and reduce
congestion on the airport precinct. The new two-lane overpass will provide a new exit from the
airport to the Tullamarine Freeway for city-bound traffic.
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5.5 Industry challenges
A range of perspectives on the forward challenges and prospects confronting Australia’s
airports were presented as part of the industry survey. These are summarised below for
both major and regional airports.
Challenges facing major airports
Some urban airports raised issues concerning the potential introduction of curfews and
increasing community and political pressure regarding airport noise. These were seen as
presenting a major regulatory risk which would have fundamental implications for their
business, infrastructure plans and operational flexibility.
In a related sense, urban encroachment in the vicinity of major airports and under flight
paths was also stated as a problem. This were considered a factor in increasing the overall
‘complexity’ of stakeholder management, especially in the context of future strategic
investments in new airport capacity.
Larger capital city airports highlighted broader capacity constraints as a key issue going
forward. While a range of expansions are in train and under consideration, several facilities
are facing difficulties with effectively managing current activities. This can have
implications for regional airports and airlines as well. For instance, capacity constraints at
some major facilities were identified as limiting the ability to establish new regional air
connections. Crucially, this could impede some regional centres fully capitalising on new
economic development opportunities.
The program of investments across larger airports was also seen as adding to pressures
from internal stakeholders. In particular, some airports commented that seeking
agreement from airlines for capital expansion projects was made more challenging given
other airports are also conducting major upgrades.
Many respondents noted that wider economic conditions were a key industry performance
factor. In particular, airports in smaller states and those less heavily exposed to the
resources sector (ie on the ‘wrong’ side of the two speed economy) raised issues of having
to compete with higher yielding mining routes for capacity. They also commented on the
additional risks related to operating in a more volatile economic environment — for
example, where demand for business travel can change markedly.
Recent Federal Government plans to increase the passenger movement charge and pass
greater Australian Federal Police costs onto airports are examples of regulatory cost
pressures facing the industry and its users.
Respondents highlighted workforce issues as a broad-ranging and longer term challenge for
the industry. Particular emphasis was placed on the difficulties in attracting and retaining
skilled people to work in the airport sector, and in wider areas such as general aviation. It
was noted that the training required, in large part due to the high technical and regulatory
aspects of many roles, added to the challenges and made it more imperative to keep
experienced people in the industry.
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Challenges facing regional and smaller airports
Many respondents pointed to the acute operational cost pressures facing airlines and the
flow-on impacts to regional airports — an aspect clearly revealed within the financial parts
of the survey. The rising cost of aviation fuel and its availability (especially avgas in some
regional areas) were specifically identified. It was also noted that cost management and
operational efficiency improvements were key drivers in airlines electing to withdraw from
some routes, and that this may continue. Moreover, as airline competition has reduced on
smaller routes, prices for services have increased which is placing added pressure on
passenger numbers.
The financial challenges involved in operating regional airports and airfields were
highlighted. In this context, there was a growing need to undertake infrastructure
investments including terminal and apron upgrades (especially to meet demands from the
resources sector), but with limited available capital to finance these works. Several remote
airports also raised difficulties in securing the workers to perform certain infrastructure
repairs.
The cost of regulation on smaller airports was a common concern. A particular issue
centred on the minimum standards for RPT services which were perceived to have little
consideration of airport capacity and the relative financial imposts of compliance. A core
regulatory issue related to security screening, which can rise following the utilisation of
larger aircraft. It was asserted that any further lowering of the screening threshold could
have a major viability impact on smaller airports.
Many regional airports are owned and operated by Local Government. Governance issues
related to this ownership structure and associated difficulties in effectively balancing
community needs and commercial outcomes for airport assets were identified. This was
seen to be a particular issue in terms of meeting ongoing funding requirements for airports.
Similar to major airports, regional and smaller airport facilities also rely on revenue streams
less directly related to their primary activities. In relation to this, the loss of major tenants
such as on-site manufacturers and flight training providers at airport sites presented a key
risk for some regional airports (noting such mobility also provides opportunities for other
airport operators).
Other forms of transport, especially rail, were asserted as a key operational risk for some
regional airports. Crucially, this extended to potential major rail developments such as the
east coast Very Fast Train which is under consideration.
New opportunities
A wide range of potential opportunities was identified by participants. Not surprisingly, the
strong growth of the resources sector and its requirement for increasing numbers of FIFO
workers was highlighted as the largest growth area for many regional and major airports.
Notably, this included airports with larger population catchments and broader RPT services
which are situated well outside of resource prospective areas (eg Tasmania).
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Also related to strong economic development in Australia’s regions, high growth Asian
tourism markets such as China, Singapore and Malaysia, were identified as areas for future
demand growth.
On the aeronautical side, constraints at east coast capital city airports were considered to
offer benefits for some airports in the vicinity, providing the opportunity to tap into
spillover demand. Some smaller airports were also positive on the potential to develop
their facilities into commercial and light aircraft precincts, with related maintenance
operations.
Various other non-aeronautical opportunities were mentioned by airports, including:


The potential to locate mine on-site work camps and provide convenient air
connections.



The development of more extensive on-site industrial precincts and related activities
such as petrol stations.



Scope for further non-aviation commercial property development, drawing on
population growth in some centres.

Overall development issues
The above discussion highlighted a number of operational challenges and risks facing the
sector, and some areas of future growth. These are summarised in Table 5.1.
There are various strategic implications for the sector which emerge from the survey:


Airports are a dynamic sector which is constantly evolving to meet changes in the
market for air services. This presents emerging opportunities for airports to
differentiate themselves with better and more innovative services, and reinforce a
market position.



Regional airports, especially those not directly benefitted by the mining boom, need to
find ways to further diversify their revenue base. This may include options for
attracting and developing more general aviation activity at airports.



Shortages of skilled labour are constraining the operation of many airports, particularly
in key regions where resources projects are attracting large numbers of workers. More
innovative options of dealing with this issue need to be identified.



Passengers are becoming increasingly conscious of differences in service standards at
airports which are being driven through increased air travel and greater exposure to
high-functioning airports, both in regional centres and in capital cities. These
expectations are likely to place additional cost pressure on airports, but may well
present new opportunities to offer innovative service offerings — especially to a
passenger base willing to pay for a higher quality experience.



Major airports have effectively re-positioned themselves as an integral part of the
travel value chain and, like airlines, have an enormous stake in the overall passenger
experience. In large part, this shift has encouraged greater investment in terminal
amenities and access infrastructure, and broader retail offerings.
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Table 5.1: Airport risks and opportunities
Revenue pressures

Cost pressures

Opportunities

Lower passenger demand

Higher development costs
and risks

Potential to increase the asset base of
airport facilities and establish higher
quality (and differentiated
infrastructure) services.

Volatility surrounding
demand for regional
airports

Worker shortages in certain
skill areas

Potential for greater investment in
automation technologies

Airline changes to networks
and capacity, particularly
Low Cost Carriers

Higher customer
expectations

Provision of higher-end services (with
higher margins), for example:
 services targeted at high growth
tourism markets (eg Chinese
visitors)
 niche areas of the general aviation
market (eg RA-Aus)
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Appendix A: Economic
contribution studies
Economic contribution studies are intended to quantify measures such as value added,
exports, imports and employment associated with a given industry or firm, in a historical
reference year. The economic contribution is a measure of the value of production by a
firm or industry. The analysis above includes an account of the direct and flow-on value
added generated by the Australian airport sector.

Value added
Value added is the most appropriate measure of an industry’s/company’s economic
contribution to gross domestic product (GDP) at the national level, or gross state product
(GSP) at the state level.
The value added of each industry in the value chain can be added without the risk of double
counting across industries caused by including the value added by other industries earlier in
the production chain.
Other measures, such as total revenue or total exports, may be easier to estimate than
value added but they ‘double count’. That is, they overstate the contribution of a company
to economic activity because they include, for example, the value added by external firms
supplying inputs or the value added by other industries.

Measuring the economic contribution
There are several commonly used measures of economic activity, each of which describes a
different aspect of an industry’s economic contribution:


Value added measures the value of output (ie goods and services) generated by the
entity’s factors of production (ie labour and capital) as measured in the income to
those factors of production. The sum of value added across all entities in the
economy equals gross domestic product. Given the relationship to GDP, the value
added measure can be thought of as the increased contribution to welfare.
Value added is the sum of:
•

Gross operating surplus (GOS). GOS represents the value of income generated
by the entity’s direct capital inputs, generally measured as the earnings before
interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA).

•

Labour income is a subcomponent of value added. It represents the value of
output generated by the entity’s direct labour inputs, as measured by the
income to labour.

•

Tax on production less subsidy provided for production. This generally
includes company taxes and taxes on employment. Note: given the returns to
capital before tax (EBITDA) are calculated, company tax is not included or this
would double count that tax.
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Gross output measures the total value of the goods and services supplied by the
entity. This is a broader measure than value added because it is an addition to the
value added generated by the entity. It also includes the value of intermediate
inputs used by the entity that flow from value added generated by other entities.



Employment is a fundamentally different measure of activity to those above. It
measures the number of workers that are employed by the entity, rather than the
value of the workers’ output.

Figure A.1 shows the accounting framework used to evaluate economic activity, along with
the components that make up gross output. Gross output is the sum of value added and
the value of intermediate inputs. Value added can be calculated directly by summing the
payments to the primary factors of production, labour (ie salaries) and capital (ie gross
operating surplus, ‘GOS’, or profit), as well as production taxes less subsidies. The value of
intermediate inputs can also be calculated directly by summing up expenses related to nonprimary factor inputs.
Figure A.1: Economic activity accounting framework
Intermediate inputs
(sourced from other industries)
Output
(total
revenue)

Labour
Gross operating surplus

Value added
(output less
intermediate
inputs)

Production taxes less subsidies
Source: Deloitte Access Economics

Direct and indirect contributions
The direct economic contribution is a representation of the flow from labour and capital in
the sectors of the economy where tourists spend their money.
The indirect contribution is a measure of the demand for goods and services produced in
other sectors as a result of demand generated by airports. Estimation of the indirect
economic contribution is undertaken in an input-output (IO) framework using Australian
Bureau of Statistics input-output tables which report the inputs and outputs of specific
sectors of the economy (ABS 2008).
The total economic contribution to the economy is the sum of the direct and indirect
economic contributions.
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Limitations of economic contribution studies
While describing the geographic origin of production inputs may be a guide to a firm’s
linkages with the local economy, it should be recognised that these are the type of normal
industry linkages that characterise all economic activities.
Unless there is significant unused capacity in the economy (such as unemployed labour)
there is only a weak relationship between a firm’s economic contribution as measured by
value added (or other static aggregates) and the welfare or living standard of the
community. Indeed, the use of labour and capital by demand created from the industry
comes at an opportunity cost as it may reduce the amount of resources available to spend
on other economic activities.
This is not to say that the economic contribution, including employment, is not important.
As stated by the Productivity Commission in the context of Australia’s gambling industries:
Value added, trade and job creation arguments need to be considered in the
context of the economy as a whole … income from trade uses real resources,
which could have been employed to generate benefits elsewhere. These
arguments do not mean that jobs, trade and activity are unimportant in an
economy. To the contrary they are critical to people’s well-being. However,
any particular industry’s contribution to these benefits is much smaller than
might at first be thought, because substitute industries could produce similar,
though not equal gains.
In a fundamental sense, economic contribution studies are simply historical accounting
exercises. No ‘what-if’, or counterfactual inferences — such as ‘what would happen to
living standards if the firm disappeared?’ — should be drawn from them.
The analysis — as discussed in the report — relies on a national input-output table
modelling framework and there are some limitations to this modelling framework. The
analysis assumes that goods and services provided to the sector are produced by factors of
production that are located completely within the state or region defined and that income
flows do not leak to other states.
The IO framework and the derivation of the multipliers also assume that the relevant
economic activity takes place within an unconstrained environment. That is, an increase in
economic activity in one area of the economy does not increase prices and subsequently
crowd out economic activity in another area of the economy. As a result, the modelled
total and indirect contribution can be regarded as an upper-bound estimate of the
contribution made by the supply of intermediate inputs.
Similarly the IO framework does not account for further flow-on benefits as captured in a
more dynamic modelling environment like a Computable General Equilibrium model.
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Input-output analysis
Input-output tables are required to account for the intermediate flows between sectors.
These tables measure the direct economic activity of every sector in the economy at the
national level. Importantly, these tables allow intermediate inputs to be further broken
down by source. These detailed intermediate flows can be used to derive the total change
in economic activity associated with a given direct change in activity for a given sector.
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Appendix B: Airport traffic
forecasting
This appendix provides some additional detail on the modelling approach and data sources
used to generate the airport traffic forecasts. It should be noted that the methodology
used to develop these forecasts is designed to produce a ‘mid-range’ forecast, namely one
where there is approximately a 50% probability of actual outcomes exceeding these
forecasts and a 50% probability of actual outcomes coming in below these forecasts. In this
sense, the forecasts can be thought of as being based on ‘business as usual’ conditions.

The modelling approach
As noted in Chapter 4, the forecasts are built around expected changes in passenger
movements. Domestic passenger movements are forecast based on forecast GSP per
capita growth (‘income’ growth) multiplied by an income elasticity, plus forecast population
growth (that is, the elasticity on population growth is implicitly one). The level of income
elasticity for particular routes is based on econometric research by Access Economics and
the Transport Elasticities Database from the BITRE, and is weighted by the assumed
proportion of business and leisure travellers on each route. The impact of GSP per capita
growth and population growth is based on a weighted average of each destination’s
forecast GSP per capita and population growth.
International passenger movements are forecast based on a similar methodology. Initially,
forecasts are generated for overseas arrivals and departures and resident arrivals and
departures for the three different categories of traveller (business, leisure and visiting
friends and relatives) for each source country (ie forecasts are generated for business
travellers coming to Australia from Singapore or Australian residents going on holiday to
Canada). These forecasts are calculated in a similar way to domestic passenger
movements. For each traveller type and source country forecasts are developed based on
expected GDP per capita growth multiplied by income elasticity plus forecast population
growth and also exchange rate elasticity multiplied by forecast exchange rates.
These forecasts by traveller type and source country are then used to determine total
international passenger movements at each airport, based on the proportion of each
traveller type by source country entering the airport in the 2010-11 financial year.
In developing these forecasts, different income and exchange rate elasticities are used for
those travelling for business, leisure and to visit friends and relatives. Business travellers
tend to have relatively low income and exchange rate elasticities as do those visiting friends
and relatives (although they are assumed to have slightly higher exchange rate elasticities
than business), while those travelling for a holiday have higher income and exchange rate
elasticities as they have multiple destinations from which they could choose to travel to.
Once forecasts of international and domestic passenger movements are generated for each
airport, forecasts of seat numbers are generated based on load factors for particular routes.
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The number of seats is then used to forecast aircraft movements based on assumed seats
per movement for particular routes.
Seats per movement were assumed to grow by 2% per annum for domestic routes and 1%
per annum for international routes based on historical data. 1 The growth in aircraft
movements is then used to estimate the growth in freight tonnage based on the amount of
tonnage per aircraft movement in the 2010-11 financial year.

Data sources used
Table B.1 below outlines the main data sources used to generate forecasts of passenger,
aircraft and freight movements for all of the airports.
Table B.1: Main data sources for airport traffic modelling
Source

Data series

Consensus Economics
IMF World Economic Outlook

Real GDP for some overseas destinations (current and forecast).
Real GDP and Population Growth for overseas destinations
(current and forecast).

ABS

Overseas arrivals and departures data for short-term visitor
arrivals and short-term resident departures. Additional data
showing overseas arrivals and resident departures by type for
each airport in Australia was obtained through a custom data
order from the ABS.

Access Economics

Forecasts from the most recent Business Outlook publication for
major economic drivers such as population growth, GDP growth
and exchange rates trends for Australia, and each State and
Territory, over the next decade.

ACCC

Aircraft Monitoring Report 2010-11 used for total passenger
movements for Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth and Adelaide
airports and estimates of international transfers and domestic on
carriage movements.

BITRE

Domestic Airline Activity Annual 2010-11 used for estimates of
domestic freight movements.
International scheduled passenger flights and seats by airline,
route and city pairs- used to determine international aircraft
movements and seats for each international route.
International airline activity- city pairs used to determine
passenger and freight movements for each international route.
Domestic Totals and Top Routes- used to determine passenger
and aircraft movements and seats on particular routes.
Airport Traffic Statistics- used to determine annual passenger,
aircraft and international freight movements for each airport.

1

Based on the analysis of the Joint Study on Aviation Capacity for the Sydney Region in (2012, p.73), average
seating capacity on domestic routes across Australia rose by 2.5% per annum between 2001 to 2010, and 1.6%
per annum for international routes. Our forecasts conservatively assume growth of 2% and 1% in domestic and
international seating capacity respectively.
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